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Abstract

We have establish a methodology for omnidirectional pushing and pulling force control of
omnidirectional wheeled mobile robot. Being able to control pulling, pushing force of any
mobile robot makes any mobile robot platform more sensitive to assigned task. In this paper,
we apply sensorless pulling, pushing force control system for the omniwheeled (Mecanum
Wheeled) mobile robot. The system is capable of controlling force in any required direc-
tion by calculation combination torques in each wheel of mobile platform. To perfectly
estimate the required wheel torque in relation to commanded force in global xy-plane, a re-
lation between wheel traction force and forward driving force of robot body was purposed.
The torque in driving wheel was measured using reaction torque observer. Driving motors
internal disturbances were compensated using internal disturbance observer loop in the sys-
tem.The purposed method of force controlling in omnidirectional wheeled mobile robot was
practically verified with a Mecanum wheeled mobile platform. The demonstration of con-
trolled force was done using external force sensor. Results from external sensor suggest the
applicability of the purposed method.

In another work we demonstrate a way of determining wheel misalignment without
using any sensor or mechanism on wheeled mobile robot. Almost all the commercial elec-
trical automobile running in the street use several combination of sensors just to determine
whether the wheel are flat, abnormally cambered and toed in or out. our purposed method-
ology is capable of finding out those abnormality by utilizing Disturbance Observer along
with Reaction Torque Observer(RTOB). Wheel mobile was planned to run on a straight line
with a constant velocity and RTOB output was plotted against position/time. The torque pro-
file of normal wheel was taken as idle output and RTOB. If there happens to be any wheel
misalignment and flatness the average wheel torque required will be increase. The increase
wheel torque can notify that there is some problem in the wheel that is taking the abnormal
torque. Wheeld mobile robot was built in our laboratory and Practical demonstration is put
forward. Results suggested the applicability of this method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview

1.1.1 Force Control Of Omniwheel Mobile Robot

This research aims to solve some of the problems of advanced wheeled robot, called omnidi-
rectional wheeled robots or holonomic robots. Despite their invention in early seventies, their
complicated design and holonomic properties keeps them regularly on the drawing table of
engineer working on mobile robots. Recent advancement in mechatronics, control technol-
ogy has made them much more popular in indoor applications like logistics transport. This
family of mobile robots has serious advantage in mobility compared to old styled, wheel
propulsion systems. However, their complicated design, control, lower scientific literature
and limited general understanding makes them a less attractive choice, even for application
perfectly suited for them. My intention is to lessen this barrier by solving some related
problem as far as possible.

Omnidirectional wheels were designed so that a vehicle equipped with them can exe-
cute true holonomic movements, in general it can change its direction of movement without
changing its orientation. Their great movement capabilities however mean that their me-
chanical construction is complicated, they also require independent drive and control system
for each wheel. The rolling efficiency of these wheels is worse than that of regular wheels,
also they generally do not perform very well on rough surfaces, i.e. they are best suited for
indoors application.

Omnidirectional wheels were introduced quite a long time ago during early seventies
(Ilon,1975) and they pose abundant history in the literature. They have been used for various
tasks and many different embodiments are known. Their use ranges from entertainment
applications, through industrial heavy load transporters (Ilon,1975), and vehicle simulators,
to educational and entertainment projects like the popular inverted pendulum, but mounted
on a ball (Kumaga & Ochiai,2009).

As far we discussed, they are more complicated both in the sense of their design and
control technology. Their requirement of independent drive and control system for each
wheel opens a path for controlling them; controlling the torque on each wheel to control
their position and resultant force out of them. Controlling force out of mobile robot plat-
form in every direction of motion will make them robust as well as sensitive(Dayarathna et
al.,2013), which will literally broaden the application of omnidirectional wheeled robot.
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Figure 1.1: Variety of Omnidirectional wheel application (Kumaga & Ochiai,2009;Stonier

et al.,2007)

Figure 1.1 shows some of these applications.

1.1.2 Sensorless Wheel Alignment Approximation

The camber, or relative inclination of the wheel plane to the perpendicular of the carriageway,
assumes particular significance for tracking and steering, as a negative camber increases the
force acting at right angles to the direction of travel by the force gained from the camber.
The camber is of further significance in reducing the turning circle of the vehicle and tire
wear, and in the alignment of the front wheels after the front axle has levelled off when the
ground profile changes. The camber adjustment in commercial vehicles, particularly graders,
is usually applied to a camber cylinder mounted on a front swing axle, which aligns a wheel
pivot unit by moving in and out. Adjustment of the camber angle has hitherto been manual
(Damm,2010).

Giving the rear wheels of manually propelled wheelchairs negative camber (by angling
them such that the bottoms of the wheels are farther apart than the tops) has become in-
creasingly popular, especially among active users. This study’s purpose was to evaluate how
changing camber affects a wheelchair’s mechanics and the extent of these changes. Using a
representative wheelchair occupied by an anthropomorphic dummy, they altered the camber
from +15 to 15 degree and measured the effects on nine selected variables. In addition to in-
creasing the wheelchair’s track width, negative camber increases the wheelchair’s wheelbase
and decreases the height of the frame. With negative camber, the center of gravity (CG) of
the occupied wheelchair moves backwards. Negative camber causes a backwards tilt of the
frame which, in turn, causes toe-out of the rear wheels, a positive caster−inclination angle

2



and an increase in the caster−trail distance.
It is apparent that a change in one component of a wheelchair can affect many others,

which should be taken into consideration and, where appropriate, compensated for when
changing the camber of the wheelchair (Trudel, Kirby, & Bell,1995).

1.1.3 Realization of Reaction Torque Observer (RTOB)

In most of previous works, researcher have used traditional PID based voltage control meth-
ods. Those controllers are not best for application where robot has to deal with higher ex-
ternal disturbances (Pillai, Perera, Chinthaka, & Abeykoon,2014). OWR are often used
in cluttered environment where they have to deal with several external forces. Aplication
of RTOB OWR will not only make them more reliable for those conditions but also will
create safer environment situations. Some of previous researcher has already implemented
acceleration controller for their holonomic mobile platform, which immensely enhance the
performance (Watanabe, Shiraishi, Tzafestas, Tang, & Fukuda,1998). Therefore, use of
RTOB controller will make OWM more reliable and safer.

Precise force control depending upon the motor torque will not only allow us to handle
external force sensitive task but also simplify the cooperative material handling by two or
more omni-wheeled vehicles.

Being able implement RTOB in mobile robot platform give us freedom of observing the
torque getting used to do certain assign task. This availability of torque being generated can
help us to simplify much more mechanical constrains. Here, in another work we are trying
to implement RTOB along with Disturbance Observer (DOB) to to continuously monitor the
wheel torque of normal mobile platform. When wheel were aligned with some imperfections
the wheel will take more power in terms current to do certain similar works. Which appears
in RTOB output and can be recorded.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

As use of OWR(Omnidirectional Wheeled Robot) is growing in daily life, they has to
perform in several environment hindered by several external disturbances: uncertain loads,
unaccounted forces. To make OWR’s more efficient and more reliable force out of them
has to be modeled in response to uncertain external disturbances. Sometime robot has to
perform in cooperation with humans or to with other robot to complete single task which
directly dependent on several sensors to measure forces acting on them and communicate,
small failure in one sensors measurement result in failure of cooperation. To handle such
situation we need to develop an easy, reliable and robust sensor-less force control. Such
control could be obtained using Reaction Torque Observer (RTOB) in OWR’s.

Every modern day commercial electrical vehicles has to be more energy efficient. The
wheel alignment is on of the major factor of energy loss in automobile. To decrease this
losses one should have a system which can detect unnecessary losses and notify the rider that
this much of energy is being lost. Not only energy loss just to detect wheel miss alignment
several researcher has came up with mechanism to detect wheel alignment and flatness which
are could be avoided by just application of some control algorithm. Apart from energy
loss and complex mechanism, wheel misalignment aids a risk of human life and vehicle by
decreasing stability of the system. Being able to detect wheel misalignment electrically will
help to make electrical vehicle safe and cheap as well.
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1.3 Research Objectives

• To implement force sensor-less torque controller for motion control,
• To develop four Mecanum Wheeled mobile robot,
• To control force of the developed Omnidirectional holonomic robot in different direc-

tions,
• To develop and implement sensorless wheel alignment detection method for Wheeled

Mobile Robot (WMR).

1.4 Scope and Limitations

The research is aimed for mostly indoor application or perfectly even surface to handle
the logistics very sensitively. We assume that the surface where the robot is operating is
perfect; with 100% friction, perfectly even and suitable for omnidirectional wheel (Macanum
wheels). All the wheels used are assume to be perfectly similar and force out of the wheels
is assumed to be in the perpendicular direction of rollers axis. Furthermore, force control
will also border the scope of OWR. Following paragraph gives some insight about scope of
sensor-less force control in cooperative handling.

1.4.1 Co-operative Handling of object using multiple robots

The world is full of task where multiple robots has to work together to perform more
efficiently and robustly. We are motivated by the task where robot has to transport any object
without using special purpose effector, accessories and not even a sensor. There has been
developments of cooperative mobile robots since late 1990 or early 2000 but, most of them
use variety of sensors to communicate (Spletzer et al.,2001). In our research, we will be
trying to handle a stick type of object in between two OWR’s. following figure will give you
the basic outline of our intended work.

Figure 1.2: Cooperative handling of object senselessly
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis

This report is organized as follows. The background information of omnidirectional
wheeled robots/vehicles, holonomycity, and use of force control in omni-wheeled robots is
described in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 dictates the review of different types of omnidirectional
wheels, existing omnidirectional wheels and their application, kinematics of omniwheeled
robots, previous application of force controller, cooperative handling and other previous
works on holonomic robots. Methodology is explained in Chapter 3. Finally, in chapter
4 outline of proposed control system is presented.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

In this chapter, we have surveyed about the various types omnidirectional wheels, some
of omnidirectional robots, some specifically designed omnidirectional mobile platforms.
Also, we have discussed about previous work related to kinematic and dynamic modeling
of OWR(omnidirectional wheeled robot) and normal wheeled robot, control algorithm used
for position control, dead reckoning, force out of omnidirectional wheels, dynamic mod-
eling of normal as well as OWR. The discussions in the following paragraphs help us to
implement our control system, that can be implemented in our designed OWR in previously
defined application.

2.1 Different Types of Omnidirectional Wheels

This section gives a short overview on the types of omnidirectional wheels and their simula-
tion from the literature.Industrial Companies and user of their product are the main utilizers
of omnidirectional wheels, most significant of them are KUKA Robotics and Artrax. Stu-
dents, preparing for robotics competitions such as RoboCup and others, or scientists working
on advanced mobility concepts consist of second dominant user of these mobility concept.
Most of the literature discussed here was put forward by this second group of user.

Fig. 2.1 shows a cross section of some of the wheel designs and interesting mobility
concepts. I collected them to demonstrate relevant concepts trough examples. Subfigures a),
b) and c) represent the most popular wheel configurations i.e. passive rollers on the perimeter
of a wheel. a) shows the Mecanum wheel used on the Airtrax forklift. It is worth noting
that the rollers are shaped to attain a round profile and a single roller touching the ground
at a time. One of the problems associated with omni-wheels is the rough ride associated
with changes in wheel radius when changing roller contact. Another important effect is
caused by the rigid discontinuities between rollers, they cause slip especially on soft surfaces,
such as a carpet (Williams, Carter, Gallina, & Rosati,2002). b) and c) are examples of
the most widely used solutions to these problems. b) uses different sized rollers, where
the larger diameter rollers are shaped so that they can fit the smaller rollers inside, thus
virtually eliminating the non-rolling surface on the circumference (Byun & Song,2003).
This obviously comes at the price of increased complexity. c) is a more common solution,
by using multiple regular wheels mounted side by side at an angle, “bumpiness” and roller
discontinuities can be minimized.
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(a) Airtrax Mecanum wheel
(b) Enhanced profile omni-wheel (Byun &

Song,2003)

(c) multiple row wheel

(d) Killough wheel

(e) wheel of a Honda U3-X personal mobility plat-
form

(f) Ballbot, omnidirectional balancing robot
(Lauwers et al.,2006)

Figure 2.1: Different omnidirectional wheels and mobility concepts

The remaining three subfigures show somewhat different mobility concepts. d) shows
the so-called Killough wheel, named after the inventor (Pin & Killough,1994).

In this concept authors has defined their mobility as, “two quasi ball-shaped rollers are
mounted in rigid brackets that are connected perpendicular to each other. The rollers are free
to roll and the bracket assembly is driven by a motor. These wheels should be mounted and
applied just like the omniwheels above. Smooth ride and single roller contact is ensured by
the shape of the rollers, the contact point however moves significantly when roller contact
changes”, (Pin & Killough,1994).

Subfigure e) shows the wheel of Honda U3-X(Source: http://www.hondanews.com)
personal mobility platform. A seat is mounted on top of the wheel and the vehicle balances
and drives on this single wheel in an omnidirectional fashion. This is achieved by having
powered rollers in addition to the main drive that turns the entire wheel. (f) shows an omni-
directional platform that clearly eliminates any rolling imperfections by using a ball to ride
on.
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Lauwers et. al. defines it as, “It is named Ballbot and it was designed to demonstrate
the usability of omniwheel mobility and vertical balancing . It is high enough to make
eye contact yet it has a small footprint, that together with omnidirectional maneuverability
enables it to get around in cluttered indoor environments”, (Lauwers et al.,2006).

In my research I will be working with the Maceun type of wheels represented in first
three subfigure. A common characteristic is that they have a relatively small width relative
to their diameter and they are designed with an attempt to ensure smooth ride.

2.2 Kinematics Modeling

Following figures 2.2 are of Uranus from famous work by Muir and Neuman published
in 1987 (Muir & Neuman,1987). In their paper author have completely modeled the kine-
matic equations to control the position and motion but they model lack any dynamic equation
for Uranus. This model present detailed kinematic equation containing Jacobean matrices.
Following equations are the composite robot equations resulted from each wheel velocities.

(a) Uranus developed by Muir and Neuman (b) Reference frame attached with Uranus

Figure 2.2: Uranus by Muir and Neuman (Muir & Neuman,1987)



I

I

I

I


ṗR

R =



J1 0 · · · 0

0 J2
. . . ...

... . . . J3 0

0 · · · 0 J4





q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

q̇4


(2.1)

Ao ṗR
R = Boq̇ (2.2)

Where,
Ao is (12x3) matrix formed by 4 identity matrix,
ṗR

R is overall velocity of robotic platform,
Bo is (12x12) block diagonal Jacobean matrix,
q̇ is composite wheel velocities, and
J1,J2,J3andJ4are Jacobin’s matrix for individual wheels and are computed as follows:
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J1 =


0 −r

√
2/2 lb

R −r
√

2/2 −la

0 0 1

 ,J2 =


0 r

√
2/2 lb

R −r
√

2/2 la

0 0 1

 ,J3 =


0 −r

√
2/2 −lb

R −r
√

2/2 la

0 0 1

 ,

J4 =


0 −r

√
2/2 −lb

R −r
√

2/2 −la

0 0 1

 (2.3)

Actuated inverse solution and sensed forward solution was computed using equations 2.1
and 2.2. Following figure shows the control block diagram of Uranus.

Figure 2.3: Omnidirectional wheeled robot kinematic control (Muir & Neuman,1987)

After early nineties the several studies in omnidirectional wheeled robot start to grow
as I have already mention in previous subsection, in 1997 Keigo Watanabe summarize the
several control scheme for omniwheeled robot that he has developed (Watanabe,1998). But,
in his robot he use three orthogonal ball type of omnidirectional wheels which in fact has
lower stability and load handling capacity.

On more recent work, people has came up with more simplified kinematic equations for
four wheeled omnidirectional robot. On a work by Jia et. al., 2016 they has modeled four
wheeled robot as shown in following figure 2.4 (Jia, Wang, Liu, Ge, & Gu,2016).
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Figure 2.4: Maceuan Wheeled robot model by Jia et al. (Jia et al.,2016)

Each wheel of robot were drived separately, and speed speed of wheels were represented
by (ω1,ω2,ω3,ω4)

T . The velocity of robot is given by (vx,vy,ω)T , the angle between axis
of wheel and roller axis isα(usuallyα = 450), a and b are distances from center of gravity to
the center of wheel along the axes Y and X respectively. Radius of wheel is considered as R.

Holonomic movement is achieved based on speeds and direction of each wheels.The
forward and inverse kinematics equations are found as mentioned in following equations.


vx

vy

ω

=
R
4


−tanα tanα −tanα tanα

1 1 1 1

1
b+acotα

− 1
b+acotα

− 1
b+acotα

1
b+acotα





ω1

ω2

ω3

ω4


(2.4)



ω1

ω2

ω3

ω4


=



−cotα 1 (b+acotα)

cotα 1 −(b+acotα)

−cotα 1 −(b+acotα)

cotα 1 (b+acotα)




vx

vy

ω

 (2.5)

According to the kinematic equation listed above we can conclude that robot can make mo-
tion in any direction on ground with given α = 450. The overall motion of robotic vehicle ca
be represented with the following twelve different combination of wheel motion and direc-
tion. Thus, it can be said that different combination of speed and direction individual wheels
gives the different robot motion in operating plane.
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Figure 2.5: Relation between Wheel speed and robot movement (Doroftei et al.,2007)

2.3 Dynamics Modeling

As the advantages of Mecanum wheel is to provide directional maneuverability and less
friction in roller on normal driving. Indoor office automation, logistics transport and object
handling in congested area are the best suited domain of these type of wheels. When its
comes about working on congested and busy environment robot has to be modeled on a way
where they can control themselves from creating trouble. Best way to eliminate potential
hazards from any automatic vehicles is by modeling them dynamically. There have been
various work regarding dynamical modeling of OWR few of them are discussed here.

Watanabe and Shiraishi et al. in their another paper in 1998 has studied dy-
namic properties robot designed to health care and general hospital services (Watanabe
et al.,1998). They designed an omnidirectional holonomic platform fitted with three orthog-
onal wheels as shown in following figure 2.6. They has implemented resolved-acceleration
type PI and PD controller.
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Figure 2.6: Model developed by Watanabe and Shiraishi et al. (Watanabe et al.,1998)

They came up with following set of state space model equation of dynamics for the
robot shown in figure 2.6.

ẋ = A(x)x+B(x)u, (2.6)

y = cx, (2.7)

where,

x =



xω

yω

φ

ẋω

ẏω

φ̇


, u =


u1

u2

u3

, A(x) =



0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 a1 −a2φ̇ 0

0 0 0 a2φ̇ a1 0

0 0 0 0 0 a3


,

B(x) =



0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

b1β1 b1β2 2b1 cosφ

b1β3 b1β4 2b1 sinφ

b2 b2 b2


, c =


0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0



a2 = 3Iω/(3Iω +2Mr2),
β1 =−

√
3sinφ − cosφ , β2 =

√
3sinφ − cos,

β3 =
√

3cosφ − sinφ , β4 =−
√

3φ − sinφ

Here, all notations has usual meaning. The authors has applied the control as shown in
following figure 2.7 after translating all motions in global co-ordinate frame.
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Figure 2.7: Acceleration control system (Watanabe et al.,1998)

In papers by Pakporn et al., 2006 and Shimada et al. 2003 has described about the po-
sition control for Mecanum wheeled vehicles used for autonomous wheelchair and logistics
transport(Viboonchaicheep, Shimada, & Kosaka,2003). Both the papers has suggested
vehicles dynamics based on Lagrangian mechanics, they obtained following equations to
describe the relation between torque from each motor and the vehicles motion(Shimada,
Yajima, Viboonchaicheep, & Samura,2005).

τ = Mθ̈ +Dθ θ̇ (2.8)

where,
θ=Angular displacement in each wheel,
τ=Torque in each wheel,
D = 1

2Dθ (θ̇1
2
+ θ̇2

2
+ θ̇3

2
+ θ̇4

2
)

Dθ =Coefficient of viscous friction ,

M =



A+B+ J −B B A−B

−B A+B+ J A−B B

B A−B A+B+ J −B

A−B B −B A+B+ J


, A = m.R2

8 , B = Jz.R2

16(a+b)2

In other work by Williams et al., “developed a wheel model motivated by the RoboCup
competition. They used a small three wheeled platform with rollers figure 2.8a. The wheels
they used had a single row of rollers, without any provisions to smoothen roller discontinu-
ities, this was reflected in their results, the wheels demonstrated a strong angle dependent
friction characteristic directly related to the non-rolling part touching the carpet they used
for testing. It is also important to note that they found that the friction coefficient in the
driven and in the free rolling direction was comparable – 3/1 and 5/3 respectively for paper
and carpet – showing that the quality of the omni-wheel greatly effects the behavior of the
mobile platform”,(Williams et al.,2002).
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(a) Omnidirectional RoboCup player by Williams
et al.

(b) youBot by KUKA Robotics, flexible arm on a
mobile base

Figure 2.8: Related works

According to work by Dresscher et al., “They incrementally developed a model for
youBot 2.8b using an energy based method and its bond graph representation. Their goal is
to model this rather complicated platform in a modular, reusable fashion, this also includes
modeling of the Mecanum wheels. To make the model simpler they neglected dynamic be-
havior of the wheels and derived a kinematical model from the geometry. They neglected
friction in the roller bearings and generally neglected force in the free rolling direction. They
defined a transformation between drive axis movement and wheel movement in the direction
parallel to the roller axis. Floor contact was modeled with a resistance and a stiffness parame-
ter. The authors had no opportunity to validate their model on the real platform”, (Dresscher,
Brodskiy, Breedveld, Broenink, & Stramigioli,2010).

2.4 Disturbance Observer (DOB) and Reaction Torque Observer(RTOB)

2.4.1 Disturbance Observer(DOB)

Disturbance Observer (DOB) are one of the popular choices for the system where they
has to deal with uncertain external disturbances and OWR used for any purposes has to deal
with several external disturbances such as loads and forces. For the precise control of those
disturbances has to be accounted for calculations. Otherwise, either, the performance of
robot will be degraded or the whole control will be unstable. Controlling mobile platform
with unknown disturbances is a complicated task, where, the disturbance observer plays their
role to suppress unwanted disturbance from the system (Ohnishi, Matsui, & Hori,1994).
Estimated disturbance this way is then compensated by giving extra torque on motor shaft.

Following figure 2.9 shows the block diagram of disturbance observer τ1 is the external
load torque on wheel shaft f +Dθ̇ is the term representing other internal disturbances: fixed
and viscous friction, ˆτdis is is the estimated disturbance torque, Ia is the current command
for acceleration.
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Figure 2.9: Disturbance Observer (Dayarathna et al.,2013)

2.4.2 Reaction Torque Obsever (RTOB)

To create different direction motion torque on different wheels of mobile robot needs
to be with different magnitude and direction. Therefore, it is important to estimate torque
in response to external disturbance, for that reaction torque observer is used to calculate
external forces (Mizuochi, Tsuji, & Ohnishi,2006), figure 2.10 shows the Reaction torque
observer.

Figure 2.10: Reaction Torque Observer (Dayarathna et al.,2013)

In a paper by Dayarathna et al., they have estimated contact position on pushing mo-
tion by two ordinary wheeled drive system. They have sucessifully implimented the reaction
torque observer to the system after modeling the syastem dynamically. Their complete con-
trol block diagram is shown in following figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Complete block diagram of position estimator by Dayarathna et al. (Da-

yarathna et al.,2013)

2.5 Force Control for Cooperative handeling application

In 2001 Clodbuster team form a novel concept for the formation of cooperative local-
ization and control for multi-robot manipulation (Spletzer et al.,2001). In their work they
design three non-holonomic robots and formulate the control for different geometric forma-
tion shapes. In their model they has used camera sensors for communication and localization
of robots, and they present triangular shape coordination. In their control algorithm they de-
clare one of three robot as master robot and other two as slave robot to maintain the shape
regarding to the master robot.

O. Khatib in his paper ’Mobile manipulation: The robotic assistance, 1999’ has dis-
cussed about the robotic assistance of mobile manipulator to worker and cooperative manip-
ulation by multiple robots(Khatib,1999). His approach to cooperative manipulation is based
on integration of following concept: augmented object and virtual linkage. The augmented
object model provides a description of the dynamics at the operational point for a multiarm
robot system and and virtual linkage says; grasp points are connected by a closed, non-
intersecting set of virtual links. Following figure illustrate virtual linkage and the next equa-
tion shows relationship between resultant force(Fres), internal forces(Fint), applied forces( fi)
and (G) is grasp description matrix.
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Figure 2.12: Concept of virtual linkage (Khatib,1999)

Fre f

Fint

= G


f1

...

fN

 (2.9)

In 2009 five researcher from NTU, Singapore has came up with adaptive control for coop-
erating mobile robotic manipulator in motion (Li, Tao, Ge, Adams, & Wijesoma,2009).
Their purposed robots were composed with 3DOF arm manipulator attached to the mobile
platform. By the complicated structure and higher degrees of freedom dynamic modeling
of system becomes computational burden. Figure and shows their system and control algo-
rithm. effects the behavior of the mobile platform.

(a) Coordinated operation of robot (b) Adaptive control block diagram

Figure 2.13: cooperative mobile robotic manipulator and control block (Li et al.,2009)

In recent year, the problem of controlling multiple robots to perform cooperative task
has drawn huge attention. So many researcher has spent their time on formation con-
trol(Murray,2007;Khan, Li, Wang, & Shao,2016). In formation control several sensors
were used to communicate between them, which makes their performance dependent on
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several sensors. Sometimes, different sensors acts differently under different circumstances.
To eliminate this problem here, we are trying to purpose sensor less cooperative material
handling.

2.6 Recent related works

In more recent related works three researcher from Findland, 2016 has controlled teleoper-
ated omnidirectional wheeled robot using ROS(Belzunce, Li, & Handroos,2016). In 2018
researcher from China has propose a distributed force and torque controller for a group of
robots to collectively transport objects with both translation and rotation control, but their
works is not available yet to review (Wang, Yang, Su, & Schwager,2018).

2.7 Summary

Table 2.1: Literature summary

Reference Research Methods Relation to our project Drawbacks

(Muir & Neu-

man,1987)

Kinematic Modeling of

4 wheeled OWR

Basic outline of

OWR’s, Dead Reckon-

ing

Only Kinematic for-

mulation

(Jia et

al.,2016)

Kinematic Model-

ing, Multiple control

methods

Clear picture about

manual control of 4

wheeled OWR

No study about dy-

namics of the system

(Watanabe,1998)Kinematics, Dynamics

modeling of 3 wheeled

OWR, Acceleration

control system

Provides clear picture

about dynamical mod-

eling of OWR’s and ac-

celeration control

modeled for 3

wheeled OWR

(Dresscher et

al.,2010)

Energy based modeling

approach for 4 wheeled

mobile serial link ma-

nipulator, bond graph

representation

Modeled for 4 wheeled

OWR platform

Negligence of dy-

namic behavior, fric-

tion not accounted
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(Dayarathna

et al.,2013)

Kinematics and dy-

namic modeling of

ordinary wheeled robot

and uses RTOB to es-

timate contact position

in pushing motion

Provides basic knowl-

edge of RTOB

Modeled for ordi-

nary nonholonomic

mobile platform

(Khatib,1999) Modeled cooperative

manipulation between

two holonomic mobile

platform equipped with

PUMA 560 arm

provides brief outline

of cooperative handling

controlled using po-

tential function and

cannot withstand un-

known external dis-

turbances

(Viboonchaicheep

et al.,2003)

Model Development

and Position rectifi-

cation for Mecanum

wheeled Vehicles

System dynamics

is modeled using

Lagrangian

Control is designed

just to control posi-

tion

(Shimada et

al.,2005)

Mecanum wheeled ve-

hicles kinematic, dy-

namics and implemen-

tation of position cor-

rective control

Kinematics and Dy-

namics of Mecanum

wheeled vehicles

Cannot control the

force out of the sys-

tem

(Li et

al.,2009)

coupled dynamics for

two nonholonomic mo-

bile manipulator was

presented and central-

ized robust controller is

used to control cooper-

ating manipulators with

relative motion

cooperative manipula-

tion with relative mo-

tion

nonholonomic

mobile platform
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As we seen that existing omnidirectional robot has used mostly kinematic model as
control strategy. Kinematic PID based controller cannot provides reliable under the real
life scenarios with number of external disturbances. In some cases dynamic of system was
modeled but use of ordinary control on them has lead them to lower performances.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

3.1 Sensorless Force Control of Omniwheel Mobile Robot

3.1.1 System Modeling and Analyzing

Following figure 3.1shows the proposed OWR disposition of Mecaunum wheels and frames
attached to the robot body. All the rollers are assumed to be aligned at 450. Wheels are
fitted in such a way that adjacent wheel’s roller becomes orthogonal and opposite becomes
parallel. Rw is the radius of wheel, whereas θiw is angular displacement of the ith wheel
(i = 1,2,3,4). For this setup forward kinematics has been done several times and found to
be(Tatar, Popovici, Mândru, Ardelean, & Plesa,2014).

Figure 3.1: Proposed OWR


vx

vy

ωz

=
1
4


1 1 1 1

−1 1 1 −1

− 1
(L+l)

1
(L+l) −

1
(L+l)

1
(L+l)





Rw · θ̇1

Rw · θ̇2

Rw · θ̇3

Rw · θ̇4


(3.1)

As a result each component were found to be as follows:

vx =
Rω

4
(θ̇1 + θ̇2 + θ̇3 + θ̇4) (3.2)
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vy =
Rω

4
(−θ̇1 + θ̇2 + θ̇3− θ̇4) (3.3)

ωz =
Rω

4(L+ l)
(−θ̇1 + θ̇2− θ̇3 + θ̇4) (3.4)

3.1.2 Dynamics

Lagrangian equation is used to developed the dynamics model. Following equation shows
the basic Lagrangian.

d
dt
(

dL
d ˙θiω

)− ∂L
∂θiω

= τi (3.5)

where, L is the Lagrange function, and is given by the difference between kinetic (K) and
potential(U) energy of the system at a given time.

L = K−U (3.6)

In a mobile robot platform the potential energy of the system will be zero. Then from equa-
tion 3.5 and 3.6.

d
dt
(

dK
d ˙θiω

)− ∂K
∂θiω

= τi (3.7)

Now, total kinetic energy of the system is calculated as follows.

K =
1
2

m(v2
x + v2

y)+
1
2

Jzω
2
z +

1
2

Jw( ˙θ1ω

2
+ ˙θ2ω

2
+ ˙θ3ω

2
+ ˙θ4ω

2
) (3.8)

Where, m is the total mass of the robot, Jz is the robot’s moment of inertia around the Z
axis, Jw is the wheel moment of inertia around their centre of revolution, and vx,vy,ωz are
the robots speed presented in equation 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

The energy loss due to viscous friction can be estimated as:

D =
1
2

Dθ ( ˙θ1ω

2
+ ˙θ2ω

2
+ ˙θ3ω

2
+ ˙θ4ω

2
) (3.9)

Where Dθ is the viscous friction coefficient of the wheels. Now from 3.2-3.8 yield

τ = Mθ̈ω +Dθ θ̇ω (3.10)

where,

θω =

(
θ1ω θ2ω θ3ω θ4ω

)T

is the rotation angle of the wheel,

τ =

(
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4

)T

is the driving torque acting on each wheel,

M =



A+B+ Jw −B B A−B

−B A+B+ Jw A−B B

B A−B A+B+ Jw −B

A−B B −B A+B+ Jw


, A = m.R2

8 , B = Jz.R2

16(l+L)2 ,

Jz= Robot’s moment of Inertia around z-axis’
Jw= Wheel’s moment if inertia about their axis of rotation,
m= total mass of robot.
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3.1.2.1 Wheel Frictional Force to Overall Force

Overall output force of any wheeled drive system is equivalent to the frictional force offered
by the floor to the robot’s wheels. Here, force that can be generated in any direction is limited
by the reaction force in each wheel and rolling frictional coefficient of robots running terrain.

Figure 3.2: Frictional Force

Figure 3.2 shows the frictional force in each omnidirectional wheel of four wheeled
mobile robot.Where, Fi,w i = 1,2,3,4 are force tangential to the wheel on the floor. Fi,r
i = 1,2,3,4 are the force component of frictional force in wheel roller direction. Fx and Fy
are force generated in robot’s body attached XY plane, τ is the torque alongside Z axis of
robot which tries to rotate the robots body . Figure 3.3 show the side view of robot. Here Rw
is the radius of wheels.
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Figure 3.3: Frictional Force Side View

In figure,
F3,r and F1,r= Wheel3’s and Wheel1’s traction force alongside rolling direction of roller re-
spectively,
F3,w and F3,w = wheel3’s and wheel3’s traction force alongside wheel’s direction of rotation,

Now lets recall the kinematics of Omniwheel Platform.

F1,x = F1,w +
F1,r√

2
,F1,y =

F1,r√
2

(3.11)

F2,x = F2,w +
F2,r√

2
,F2,y =−

F2,r√
2

(3.12)

F3,x = F3,w +
F3,r√

2
,F3,y =−

F3,r√
2

(3.13)

F4,x = F4,w +
F4,r√

2
,F4,y =

F4,r√
2

(3.14)

Again now relating to x and y direction of overall force:

F1,x = Fx−
τz

l
,F1,y = Fy +

τz

L
(3.15)

F2,x = Fx +
τz

l
,F2,y = Fy +

τz

L
(3.16)

F3,x = Fx−
τz

l
,F3,y = Fy−

τz

L
(3.17)

F4,x = Fx +
τz

l
,F4,y = Fy−

τz

L
(3.18)

Meanwhile, Fx, Fy and τz ε R represents the x,y component of generated force and overall
torque of the vehicle. In addition, Fi,x, Fi,y are expressed by using Fx, Fy and τz above.

F1,w = Fx−Fy−
τz

(L+ l)
(3.19)
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F2,w = Fx +Fy +
τz

(L+ l)
(3.20)

F3,w = Fx +Fy−
τz

(L+ l)
(3.21)

F4,w = Fx−Fy +
τz

(L+ l)
(3.22)

Now combining above equation yields inverse force equation.

Fw = J ·Fo (3.23)

Rwτw = J ·Fo (3.24)

Where,

τw =

[
τ1,w τ2,w τ3,w τ4,w

]T

Fo =

[
Fx Fy τz

]T

Fw =

[
F1,w F2,w F3,w F4,w

]T

J =



1 −1 − 1
(L+l)

1 1 1
(L+l)

1 1 − 1
(L+l)

1 −1 1
(L+l)


Inversely, force out of vehicle can be obtained from the wheel reaction force using pseudo
inverse matrix as following equation.

Fo = J+ ·Fw +(I− J+ · J)τ̄ (3.25)

where, J+ = (JT · J)−1JT εR3×4 and τ̄ can be selected voluntarily. The radius of wheel is
Rw. Then forward force equation can be derived at τ̄ = 0.


Fx

Fy

τz

=
1
4


1 1 1 1

−1 1 1 −1

−(L+ l) (L+ l) −(L+ l) (L+ l)





1
Rw
· τ1

1
Rw
· τ2

1
Rw
· τ3

1
Rw
· τ4


(3.26)
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Therefore can be arrange in following format:


Fx

Fy

τz

=
1

4Rw


1 1 1 1

−1 1 1 −1

−(L+ l) (L+ l) −(L+ l) (L+ l)





τ1

τ2

τ3

τ4


(3.27)

Fo =
Rw

4
Jaco · τ (3.28)

where,

τ =

[
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4

]T

are each wheel torque,

Jaco=


1 1 1 1

−1 1 1 −1

−(L+ l) (L+ l) −(L+ l) (L+ l)

,

Again from equation 3.10 we know that

τ = Mθ̈w +Dθ θ̇w (3.29)

From equation 3.27 and 3.28:

Fo =
Rw

4
Jaco · (Mθ̈w +Dθ θ̇w) (3.30)

3.1.2.2 Reaction Force on OWR

The overall output force from the OWR depends on mass of the robot and frictional resistance
in wheel. Its clear that output force from OWR is vector average of reaction force in wheels.
Considering only one wheel total force in output from wheel will be always less than the
frictional resistance offered by the floor to wheel. Consider if coefficient of friction of floor to
omniwheel is given by µ ant reaction force on the robot by the floor be Ni where i = 1,2,3,4
then reaction force from floor to one wheel of robot will be m/4. Following figure shows the
forward traction force generation in wheel.
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Figure 3.4: Frictional Force Generation

In our work robot will be designed so that overall mass of the robot will be enough to
create force desire force in any direction. In above figure m is the mass of the robot. Fo is
forward driving force and Ft,i for i = 1,2,3,4 are the force generated in wheels. Here, Ft,i
will be equal to reaction force in each wheel which will be forth of overall mass m times the
frictional coefficient between wheel and the moving surface.

3.1.3 Disturbance Observer and Reaction Torque Observer

3.1.3.1 Disturbance Observer

To achieve a good force control, the external disturbances has to be taken into account,
which are often hard to predict. Disturbance observer is an appropriate technique without
force sensor to account control force out of robot by varying the torque in drive motors.
Following figure 3.5 summarize the disturbance observer.
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Figure 3.5: Disturbance Observer

In Figure, Ire f
a = reference current fed into the motor,

Kt = motor’s torque constant,
Ktn = motors nominal torque constant’
Tm = Torque generated in the motor,
Tl = Total load on the motor,
Tint = Motor’s internal torque requirement,
Text = Usable torque to external work’
Tf = Motor’s static friction,
B = Viscous friction.
The disturbance observer estimates the disturbance torque based on the measured current
and the acceleration. Feedback of the estimated disturbance torque compensates the low
frequency component of the disturbance, which is below the cut off frequency gdis of low
pass filter. If the ˆtdis is converted back to the current dimension by dividing it by Kt , it could
be added to the system to compensate the unknown disturbance. Disturbance observers are
highly useful when the system requires higher bandwidth to compensate the disturbances
with high frequency. This is usually achieved by having a higher sampling rate.

3.1.3.2 Reaction Torque Observer

Reaction torque observer in following figure 3.7 is the modified version of the disturbance
where in practical application can be used to measure external torque. RTOB can also be
used to compensate frictional losses.If we found exact frictional losses in the system then we
can measure the external force in terms of motor torque. If we reverse the command then we
will be able to generate any specific force out of the robot by commanding the current in the
system.
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Figure 3.6: Torque control using RTOB

In our case the the wheels torque in response to the external force is calculated using
equation 3.10.

Figure 3.7: Reaction Torque Observer (A. H. S. Abeykoon & Ruwanthika,2016)

If we are known to frictional coefficient and inertial parameter of OWR we can calculate
the external torque in the system using following equation.

ˆtext =
grec

(s+grec)
(KtnIre f

a + Jngrecθ̇ − (Tint +Tf +Bθ̇ +∆Jθ̈ +∆KtIre f
a ))− Jngrecθ̇ (3.31)

Where,
Ktn = motor’s nominal torque constant,
Jn = nominal moment of inertia,
J = actual moment of inertia,
∆J = change in moment of inertia,
∆Kt = change in torque constant, other parameters has similar meaning as defined in previous
section.
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3.1.4 Motor Parameter Acquisition

To find DOB and RTOB outputs, it is necessary to know the motor torque constant Kt , inertia
of motor Jn, Viscous friction constant Dθ and static friction f . All these mention parame-
ter has to be obtained beforehand implementing RTOB. The motor torque constant can be
calculated by setting up small experiment using spring balance and pulley, whereas motor
inertia will be gradually updated until good result. The frictional component will be calcu-
late using the experimental method proposed by Abykoon et al. (Chinthaka, Punchihewa,
& Abeykoon,2014).

3.1.5 Basic Force control Diagram

Figure 3.8: Control Block Diagram

In the figure 3.8,(
Tcmd1 Tcmd2 Tcmd3 Tcmd4

)
=

(
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4

)
(each motor torque),

Text= External disturbance in each motor,
Fi= Commanded force to the system,
Fo= Output force.

3.2 Wheel misalignment Detection

To determine weather the wheel of any normal wheeled vehicle are perfectly alignment or not
we have to have a kinematics an dynamics model of normal mobile robot. After establishing
kinematics and dynamics, the system will have to be modified to wheel misaligned system.
Following section covers the kinematics and dynamics of WMR and Dynamics of different
wheel misaligned WMR.
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3.2.1 Wheeled Mobile Robot (WMR) Kinematic

Velocity and displacement in WMR were obtained from wheel’s motor angular displace-
ment. Therefore, the wheel’s angular velocity and displacement were converted into global
coordinates using following set of kinematic equations (A. Abeykoon & Ohnishi,2005)

θ =

[
θl θr

]T

(3.32)

X =

[
x y φ

]T

(3.33)

Ẋ = Jaco · θ̇ (3.34)

Figure 3.9 shows the WMR in global co ordinate system. Robot position was considered
at the center of robot’s two wheels (P0).Here, φ is the attitude angle that is angle formed
between axis perpendicular to mobile robot and x-axis. From equation 3.31 to 3.37 defines
the forward and inverse kinematics of WMR.

Figure 3.9: WMR in global Co-ordinate System

Jaco =


R·cosφ

2
R·cosφ

2

R·sinφ

2
R·sinφ

2

R
W

−R
W


θ̇ = J+aco(φ) · Ẋ (3.35)

θ̈ = J+aco(φ) · Ẍ + ˙J+aco(φ) · Ẍ (3.36)

J+aco =
1
R

cosφ sinφ
W
2

cosφ sinφ
−W

2

 (3.37)
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θ̈ = J+aco(φ) · Ẍ (3.38)

3.2.2 Dead-Reckoning

Current position and attitude angle of WMR can be estimated by using dead reckoning.
To completely define current position and attitude angle velocity, angular displacement and
previous position were used. Following set of equations demonstrate how current position
of WMR can be estimated (Katsura, Ohnishi, & Ohishi,2005).

Xk = Xk−1 +VP,k · cos(
φk +φk−1

2
) ·∆t (3.39)

yk = yk−1 +VP,k · sin(
φk +φk−1

2
) ·∆t (3.40)

Where, Vp is the WMR velocity in global coordinate system, ∆t is sampling time.
The attitude angle of WMR can be calculated using following equation.

φ =
R
W
· (θr−θl) (3.41)

3.2.3 WMR Dynamics

The motion of WMR was created by the torque generated in each wheel by its respective
motors. WMR’s dynamic is important to analysis when it is in contact with its environment.
To approximate wheel alignment the dynamics of the WMR plays a very important role.
Here in this section initial the dynamics of WMR was discussed and change in dynamical
property with several wheel misalignment were discussed.

3.2.4 Normal WMR

Following figure 4.38 shows the basic diagram of traction force generation for mobility of
WMR. Centre of Gravity of the mobile robot was considered to be centered between two
driving wheels. The traction force in wheel creates the forward moment to the mobile plat-
form. The generated shear force in contact between rolling wheel and surface equals the
traction force. It is assumed that there is no slip in wheel which means wheel and the ground
contact point is instantaneously stationary. Also the viscous friction was neglected as there
will be constant effect of viscous friction depending on place of robot operation was not
changing.

Figure 3.10: WMR
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Here,
θ̈r = right wheel acceleration,
θ̈l = left wheel acceleration,
τm,r = Torque in right wheel,
τm,l = Torque in left wheel,
Jr = Right wheel moment of inertia,
Jl = Left wheel moment of inertia,
W = width of mobile platform measured between two wheel,
Fl = Left wheel frictional force,
Fr = Right wheel frictional force,
J = Moment of inertia of robot.
Equation 3.41 defines the relation between wheel torque and the angular acceleration of the
wheels (A. Abeykoon & Ohnishi,2005).

τ = Mθ · r2 · θ̈ (3.42)

where,

τ =

[
τm,r τm,l

]T

(3.43)

θ̈ =

[
θ̈r θ̈l

]T

(3.44)

Mθ =

( J
W 2 +

M
4 + Jr

r2 ) (M
4 −

J
W 2 )

(M
4 −

J
W 2 ) ( J

W 2 +
M
4 + Jl

r2 )

 (3.45)

3.2.5 WMR with Camber

Sometimes wheels might get misalignment suddenly. To find out wheel misalignment in
IC automobile. But when it comes to electric automobile or wheeled robot using similar
technology might be unnecessary. Because we can determine via current consumption in
motor if wheels were misalignment. In this section dynamics of wheeled mobile robot was
discussed so that we can find out any misalignment or flatness without any sensor or aided
technology.

3.2.5.1 Reaction Force and Slip

The frictional force in robots wheel is dependent on the load that is being applied to it.
Therefor reaction force plays an important role when it comes about wheel camber. Wheel
camber changes the load on the wheel from forth of the mass to some other ratios. Which
ultimately effect on torque require to keep on planned path.
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Figure 3.11: Relation between Wheel Friction and Reaction Force

F = N ·µ (3.46)

where,
N=Reaction Force,
µ =Rolling Frictional constant.
The wheel camber creates constant sideways force as shown in the figure 3.11. When robot
is planned in an straight path the cambered wheel will have to do more work than the non
cambered wheel which allows us to determine weather the wheel is cambered or not.

Figure 3.12: Schematic Diagram when One Wheel Camber

Figure 3.12 shows the generation of traction force for mobility of one wheel cambered
WMR. It is assumed that there was no significant change in Center of Gravity (COG) before
and after the wheel being cambered. The angle γ defines the angle of wheel camber in the
wheel.τm,l and τm,r are the generated wheel torque. Fr and Fl are the frictional force alongside
the direction of the wheel movement.

Consider the mass of the robot platform to be M, Inertia of the robot around Z-axis to
be J and wheels inertia to be Jl and Jr for left and right wheel respectively.

The dynamic equations for left and right wheel of the WMR platform can be written as:

τm,r− r ·Fr = Jr · θ̈r (3.47)

τm,l− r ·Fl = Jl · θ̈l (3.48)

Since, it is assumed to not have slip in the wheel. Therefore there cant be any longitudi-
nal movement. Consider the WMR is moving in a circle with radius R as shown in following
figure.
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Figure 3.13: Non-holonomic motion of WMR

Ẍl = R · φ̈ = r.θ̈l (3.49)

Ẍr = (R+W −∆W ) · φ̈ = r · θ̈r (3.50)

If the linear acceleration of centre of gravity of the platform is denoted by V̈ and x directional
acceleration was denoted by Ẍ

Fr +Fl = M ·V̈ (3.51)

Fr−Fr · sinγ +Fl = M · Ẍ (3.52)

Ẍ = (R+ xg) · φ̈ (3.53)

In the equation 3.52, xg is the distance between robots wheel and robot centre of gravity.
Assume that,

xg = (W −∆W )/2 (3.54)

Now from equations 3.48,3.48, 3.50,3.51and 3.52 we can derive following set of equations.

Ẍ =
r
2
(θ̈r + θ̈l) (3.55)

R =
(W −∆W ) · θ̈l

θ̈r− θ̈l
(3.56)

α = φ̈ =
r

W −∆W
(θ̈r− θ̈l) (3.57)

Now in from Newtonian reference frame, WMR motion can be defined by,

τ = I ·α (3.58)
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Fr((W −∆W )+R)+Fl ·R = {J+M · (xg +R)2} ·α (3.59)

Now the equation 3.51 yields,

Fr =
1

(W −∆W )
{α(J+M · (xg +R)2)−M ·R · Ẍ}+ R ·Fr sinγ

(W −∆W )
(3.60)

substituting the values of Fr from from equation 3.46 we get,

τm,r =
r

(W −∆W )
{α(J+M · (xg +R)2)−M ·R · Ẍ}+ Jr · θ̈r +

R · r ·Fr sinγ

(W −∆W )
(3.61)

After substituting the values of Ẍ , R and r
W+∆W from equations 3.54, 3.55 and 3.56 to 3.60,

τm,r = r2[{ J
(W −∆W )2 +

M
4
+

Jr

r2}θ̈r +{
M
4
− J

(W −∆W )2}θ̈l]+
R · r ·Fr sinγ

(W −∆W )
(3.62)

After solving for left wheel we get to the following equation.

τm,l = r2[{M
4
− J

(W −∆W )2}θ̈l +{
J

(W −∆W )2 +
M
4
+

Jr

r2}θ̈r] (3.63)

Above two equations shows the Torque in each wheel in relation to wheel acceleration. When
WMR is running with a constant velocity the torque profile is supposed to be straight line
after few second of acceleration. The following term will be constantly added to the torque
profile if there happens to be any camber in th wheel.

τm,r =
R · r ·Fr sinγ

(W −∆W )
(3.64)

The equations above shows WMR with camber there occurs ·R·r·Fr sinγ

(W−∆W ) loss of usable
torque in the system.
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3.2.6 TOE-IN TOE-OUT

Figure 3.14: Schematic Diagram of Toe-IN

Figure 3.14 shows WMR with one wheel toed in. When one wheel of the WMR is toed in
there happens one component of generated torque in perpendicular to the motions direction.
This perpendicular component is the loss that could have been used for motion of the overall
platform. In the figure σ is the angle of toe In. After following all the dynamic analysis of
the toe-In syastem as in wheel cambered section we will get to the equation 3.64 and 3.65.

τm,r = r2[{ J
W 2 +

M
4
+

Jr

r2}θ̈r +{
M
4
− J

W 2}θ̈l]+
R · r ·Fr sinσ

W
(3.65)

τm,l = r2[{M
4
− J

W 2}θ̈l +{
J

W 2 +
M
4
+

Jr

r2}θ̈r] (3.66)

3.2.7 Control

Reaction torque observer with disturbance observer was implemented to observe the wheel
torque in the system. Following figure summarises the control flowchart implemented to the
WMR. Here motor disturbances were compensated from disturbance observer whereas the
motor torque was calculated using reaction torque observer. Velocity and position command
was given, which was continuously observed using dead reckoning.
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Figure 3.15: Control Flow Chart for WMR
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Chapter 4
Experiment and Results

This section covers experiment and result of two different experiment headed under section
”Sensorless Force Control of Omniwheeled Mobile Robot” and ”Sensorless Wheel Align-
ment Approximation’.

4.1 Sensorless Force Control of Omniwheeled Mobile Robot

To perform force control of Omniwheel robot experimental setup was designed. Four wheeled
robot as mention in chapter three was designed with each wheel with motor. Following sec-
tion gives brief overview of designed experimental setup.

4.1.1 Experimental Setup

4.1.1.1 Robot Component

Four Mecanum wheel were attached on a aluminium platform with dimension 30X50X0.5
cm. The platform was designed to handle the load up to overall 20kg giving 5kg reaction
force in each wheel. Four similar planetary geared motors from ZHENG motors modeled no.
ZGX38REE with: speed 6500rpm and gear reduction 1:65 were used to actuate the mobile
platform.Four quadrature encoder with 500 pulses per revolution were used to monitor wheel
speed.

Figure 4.1: Electronic Component to Control the Robot
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To implement Disturbance Observer and Reaction Torque Observer we needed very
low i.e below 1 millisecond sampling time. To achieve such an very fast working condition
NUCLEO-F746ZG development board with STM32F746ZGT6 MCU microprocessor was
used. By using NUCLEO-F746ZG with 218MHz maximum frequency sampling time of 250
microsecond was achieved with 10 millisecond cyclic sampling time after every 50 iteration
to read encoder interrupt. Elmo cel 5/60 motor drivers were used with 12V battery to limit
the current in the motor. To optimize motor driver’s performance signal from control board
were converted into analogue signal using digital to analogue converter.

Not to change the overall sampling time 12 bit MCP4922 rail to rail Digital to Analogue
converter(DAC) with settling time 6 microsecond was used to convert digital signal to ana-
logue signal before feeding into motor drivers. DAC module was operated with 5V power
supply and communicated to main controller board through SPI communication protocol.
Commanded motor current in each iteration was recorded in one SD memory card commu-
nicating through another SPI interface. The analogue signal from DAC module was finally
fed into current control motor driver.

Motor driver model no. ’Elmo cel 5/60’ from Elmo motion control corporation were
used. The motor driver were flexible to limit current to the motor with constant voltage.
They were specified to used in between 10-90V and current 0-5A. The motor driver’s were
operated with 12V 56AH battery. As per our motor and load condition motor driver were
programmed to limit current in between 0-2.5A. To manipulate motor driver’s settings Elmo
composer software from Elmo motion control corporation was used. Following figure shows
complete photograph of developed mobile robot with all the component.

Figure 4.2: Completely assembled OWR
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4.1.1.2 External Force Measurement

Since our final objective was to control output force from robot’s platform. To do so every-
thing was prepared but, we need to externally check weather we actually getting commanded
force or not. To validate our force control algorithm we were required to measure output
force. To measure output force one external force measuring setup was prepared as shown in
following figure. Load cell sensor model no.FZ2544 capable of measuring 0-200N force was
used. The real time data from load cell were amplified using Hx711 amplifier. The amplified
data were then fed into another development board separately. Actual force from load was
recorded to another sdfilesystem. The personal computer was also used as serial monitor to
see the actual output in real time.

Figure 4.3: Load Cell Sensor Mounted to Measure Force output of Omniwheeled Mobile

Robot

4.1.1.3 Overall Setup

Load cell was calibrated in vertical condition as we did not had available perfect horizontal
force for reference. After tuning and conforming all the sensors were working, load cell
was mounted on wall of lab. A big cardboard paper was used as a idle floor to increase
wheel friction. After setting up all experimental requirements, force control algorithm was
implemented in C++ code using mbed online compiler (IDE). All the programming was
done in mbed os 2.2. SDFileSystem library was used to record data through SPI interface.
MCP4922 library was programmed for another SPI port. Encoder readings were taken in
cyclic Interrupt. Mbed Rtos was used to prioritized the job’s in different thread of micro-
processor. Following picture shows the actual real time photo during experiment when force
was commanded in negative Y-Direction.
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Figure 4.4: Complete Experimental Setup

4.1.2 Motor Parameters

Different motor parameters were obtained from different experiments. For motor torque
constant and static friction different experiment were set. To decide motor torqued constant
each motor was connected to spring balance and known Ampere current was fed into the
motor and the output force was noted and torque was calculated. This experiment was done
for 5 times for each motor. Following table shows all measured motor torque constant for all
motors and their mean.

Table 4.1: Motor Torque Constant Calculation

Motors MeasuredKt AverageKt

1.382

1.39

Motor1 1.401 1.3856

1.369

1.386

1.403
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1.393

Motor2 1.414 1.405

1.403

1.412

1.317

1.311

Motor3 1.32 1.3136

1.311

1.309

1.462

1.445

Motor4 1.453 1.4516

1.428

1.470

Similarly, static friction was also determined through experiment. To determine static fric-
tion known current was commanded to each motor separately through current command
option of Elmo motor driver. The current in ampere just enough to create motion was con-
sidered as static friction. And for viscous friction and inertia of motor the nominal value
provided by manufacturer were used. Following mention motor parameter were used during
experiment.
Static Friction of Motor1 = 0.28 Nm
Static Friction of Motor2 = 0.31 Nm
Static Friction of Motor3 = 0.23 Nm
Static Friction of Motor4 = 0.33 Nm
Nominal motor Inertia for all the motors(Jn)=0.1 Nms2rad−1

Viscous friction for all the motors(B)= 0.04 Nmsrad−1

4.1.3 Range of Possible Force Generation

Since driving force is totally dependent on wheel traction force. We are intending to generate
up to 50N force. To calculate maximum possible force output of the robot’s wheel we need
frictional coefficient of rubber wheels and cardboard surface. Our experiment was designed
on a surface of cardboard paper. As we know from international standard frictional coeffi-
cient frictional coefficient between robber and rough cardboard will be 0.8-0.9. Therefore
wheels will only start to slip after (0.85× (26/4)×9.81)N. From this calculation it is clear
that there will be no slipping in the wheel unless they starts to generate more force than 50N
in each wheel.
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4.1.4 Result and Discussion

To validate our algorithm experimentally, several different command was given to the robot
in different direction. Here, the lab floor was considered as global XY plane. Since our
system is holonomic i.e. capable of moving on any XY directions and, Haptic and Mo-
tion Control lab where experiment was set did not had facility to measure simultaneous XY
direction force therefore force was commanded in either X or Y direction at a time.

4.1.4.1 X-Directional Command

Following Figure shows the picture during X-Directional experiment.
Initially several different command was given to robot in X-Direction. While giving

x-direction force all wheel were expected to generate torque in positive direction which was
finally achieved. Following are few result for x directional command. First three graphs
were taken when 10N for first 30 second and 30N for next 30 was commanded.

Figure 4.5: X-Directional Command Experiment

Figure 4.18 shows the calculated output force from 4 wheel torque as defined in chapter
three. The same figure also can be considered as expected output. The second graph 4.7
shows each motor torque profile to generate the commanded force. Here the motor torque
was observed by Reaction torque observed depending upon the current flowing through mo-
tors.
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Figure 4.6: Force Calculated by wheel current when 10N followed by 30N command in X

Direction

Figure 4.7: Each Wheel Torque Profile When 10N followed by 30N command was given

The following figure 4.8 shows the actual output force measured my load cell indepen-
dently. Here 10N command is shown after 20 second which is due to the human timing
error. Measuring system was started 20 second earlier than robot. This experiment was done
in polish cemented floor of lab in which 10N newton command does not create any slip in
wheel. But, when force was increased to 30N the wheels started to slip. Rough force profile
of 30N was due to wheel slip.
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Figure 4.8: Force Measured externally when 10N followed by 30N command in X Direction

Figure 4.9: Wheel Torque calculated Expected Force when 40N command in X Direction

After noticing very less frictional constant of policed floor. The friction constant was
increased by placing cardboard paper in between lab floor and robot’s wheels. The overall
mass of the robot was around 16kg which was also increased to 19kg by placing excess load.
Figures 4.10 ,4.10 and 4.11 were drawn when robot was commanded to generate 40N force
in X-direction. As earlier mention first and second recorded from robot itself and 4.11 was
taken from external load cell.
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Figure 4.10: Wheel Torque Profile when 40N command in X Direction

Figure 4.11: Force Measured externally when 40N command in X Direction

Here in figure 4.11 external load cell reading started to oscillate due to small slip ap-
peared in the wheels. Similarly following graph are showing results when commanded force
was gradually increased up to 55N just below maximum possible command of my setup i.e.
60N of generation. The results shows the force is being generated as per our command but,
the error bar is being increased due to higher slips in the wheel.
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Figure 4.12: Wheel Torque Calculated Expected Force when 45N command in X Direction

Figure 4.13: Wheel Torque profile when 45N command in X Direction
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Figure 4.14: Force Measured externally when 45N command in X Direction

Figure 4.15: Force Expected when 55N command in X Direction
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Figure 4.16: Wheel Torque Profile when 55N command in X Direction

Figure 4.17: Force Measured externally when 55N command in X Direction

4.1.4.2 Command In Y-Direction

Similarly as in X direction several different command was given in Y direction also.Following
first figure shows a photograph taken during Y-directional Command.
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Figure 4.18: Y-Directional Command Experiment

Following graphs shows the different experimental result when different increasing
force were commanded in negative Y-direction. Initially 10N force was given where, load
cell reading shows the measured force is much higher than expected value. This phenomena
occurs due to the initial impact of the robots body to load cell.

Figure 4.19: Expected Force output when 10N Command in Negative Y-Direction

When I gradually increase the force command up to 35N the external measured force
profile almost co-insides with expected value profile. When commanded force goes above
35N there start to appear some wheel slip. This slip create a fluctuating torque profile with
mean near to commanded value.
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Figure 4.20: Wheel Torque Profile when 10N command in Negative Y-Direction

Figure 4.21: Force Measured externally when 10N command in Negative Y-Direction
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Figure 4.22: Expected Force when 35N command in Negative Y-Direction

Figure 4.23: Wheel Torque Profile when 35N command in Negative Y-Direction
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Figure 4.24: Force Measured externally when 35N command in Negative Y-Direction

Figure 4.25: Expected Force when 43N command in Negative Y-Direction
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Figure 4.26: Wheel Torque Profile when 43N command in Negative Y- Direction

Figure 4.27: Force Measured externally when 43N command in Negative Y-Direction
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Figure 4.28: Expected Force Profile when 50N command in Negative-Y Direction

Figure 4.29: Wheel Torque Profile when 50N command in Negative-Y Direction
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Figure 4.30: Force Measured externally when 50N command in Negative-Y Direction

4.1.5 Analysis

From all the plotted data we came to know that our robot is having some error when data
were taken with external load cell. To analyse these graph mean and standard Deviation
of all measured data were calculated using MATLAB. In almost all the cases the measured
mean value was little bit small than expected value. Following Figure 4.31 shows the error
bar diagram analysis where it showed the mean of the measured data measure to be 37.86N
with standard deviation of 6.52N.

Figure 4.31: Error Bar Diagram when 40N Command in X-Direction

Again the figure 4.32 shows command value of 55N along with measure value error bar
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diagram and standard deviation. When 55N was commanded the average value of measure
force was found to be 56.3N with a standard deviation of 7N. In experiment when 55N was
commanded there appeared a large slip in wheel friction which scattered measure data to
give deviation of 7N.

Figure 4.32: Error Bar Diagram when 55N Command in X-Direction

when 35N was commanded in negative y-direction average of measured force foun to be
32.60N with standard deviation of 3.73N. Following figure 4.33 show the error bar diagram
when command 35N in y-direction. In case of 35N the measured value seems to be gradually
decreasing.

Figure 4.33: Error Bar Diagram when 30N Command in Negative Y-Direction

Now the commanded force was increased to 43N. The force profile plotted against time
was shown in earlier section. The mean of recorded data was found to be 44.01N with
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standards deviation of 6.36N. In this experiment there was very little slip in the wheel which
creates small scattering of the measured force.

Figure 4.34: Error Bar Diagram when 43N Command in Negative Y-Direction

Finally, error bar diagram was plotted for 50N in negative y-direction. A average of
47.8N was recorded with 7.41N was recorded. The gradual increase in commanded force
shows the standards deviation also increasing which was due to slip getting higher and higher.

Figure 4.35: Error Bar Diagram when 50N Command in Negative Y-Direction

The graph on figure 4.36 summarizes the different controlled output measured in x-
direction in response to commanded value. The error bar shows the deviation of actual
recorded force from commanded force. Similarly, figure 4.37 shows the output on y-direction.
It is clear from the output that when lower force was commanded the output force from robot
is less deviated which was due to the no-slipping condition of wheel. When force command
in the wheel was increased the wheel start to slip which made the output to fluctuate. In both
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X and Y directional command same trend of increasing deviation was observed with higher
command.

Figure 4.36: S.D. Error Bar Diagram with Several X-Directional Command

Figure 4.37: S.D. Error Bar Diagram with Several Y-Directional Command

4.2 Sensorless Wheel Alignment Approximation

Wheeled mobile robot’s were growing in uses everyday. The electrical vehicle were shaping
the world into new pollution less transportation. In any of the wheeled mobile robot platform
the alignment of the wheels plays a crucial role not only in stability and controllable but also
in energy consumption. Here, in this section we tried to develop a simple yet very useful
method to approximate wheel alignment without any sensor.
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4.2.1 Experimental Setup

To validate the work two wheeled mobile robot (WMR) was designed with 24V planetary
gear motor to drive the setup. Normal locally available robber wheels were used to create
the system relatable to the electric automobile running in the real world.

Figure 4.38: WMR

All the trial runs were done in polished marble floor inside the lab. Two rotary en-
coder with 400 pulses per revolution were attached to each motor as shown in the figure
4.39. STM32F429 Discovery development board was programmed with 500 microsecond
sampling time. Real Time Operating System (RTOS) of mbed platform was used to make
constant sampling. MicroSD card was used the RTOB and robots real time data when robot
was running through SPI interface.
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Figure 4.39: One Wheel Camber

WMR was run with different wheel alignment condition. Figure 4.39 shows the WMR
with one wheel camber (Lefr Wheel). Left wheel was negative 10 degrees camber and run
for 6 meter in straight line. Secondly left wheel was toed in with approximate 10 degrees.
The robot was run for the same 6 meters distance in straight line with constant velocity of
0.2m/s. Figure 4.40 show WMR with left wheel 10 degrees toe-in. Finally both the wheels
of WMR were 10 degrees toed in fig 4.41 shows the WMR with both wheel toed in.
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Figure 4.40: One Wheel TOE IN

Figure 4.41: Both Wheel TOE IN

All the Reaction torque observer output were recorded to sd card in real time. After
running the mobile platform on above mention condition all the recorded data from both the
wheels and robot coordinates were plotted against time.
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4.2.2 Results

The recorded data were plotted using GNUPLOT software. The initial RTOB output contains
frictional component like coulomb and viscous frictions along with the torque that creates
motion of WMR. The frictional disturbances were experimentally calculated and compen-
sated in the system. Finally the torque profile obtained after compensation was solely for the
driving torque.

4.2.2.1 WMR in Free Wheel Condition

Initially the WMR motors were run in the free wheel condition; without putting any load in
the wheel. Following graphs 4.42 and 4.43 shows the torque required for the motors to run
the only wheel with 0.2m/s in straight line. The graph shows to only rotate the wheels with
constant velocity very minimal that is near to zero torque was required.

Figure 4.42: Right Wheel Torque Profile With No Load

In graph of free wheel condition the torque profile is not a perfect straight line which
was due to the momentarily acceleration of the wheel to keep going with the commanded
velocity. In figure 4.42 the average of the torque shown is at negative 0.1 torque which was
due to the error in compensation of the static friction.
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Figure 4.43: Left Wheel Torque Profile With No Load

4.2.2.2 WMR Ground Running

After checking our setup by running in no load condition. The WMR was placed in ground
with same condition and run for the same 6 meters straight in X-Direction. The figures 4.44
and 4.45 shows the right motor and left motor wheel torque profile when it was running in
the ground without any wheel misalignment.

Figure 4.44: Right Wheel Torque Profile When Ground Moving

The torque profile obtained here was totally different than that we obtained in no load
condition. Here we put a load of 49kg (mass of WMR) to the motors which creates very
small eccentricities of mechanical assembly and gear mate error inside motor gear reduction
to amplify and appear in torque profile. Also the wheels used here were locally available
robber wheels which were deforming with high load of 49kg.
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Figure 4.45: Left Wheel Torque Profile When Ground Moving

And we programmed the robot with sampling time of 400 microsecond and it is almost
impossible for PD to make the velocity constant in that fraction of second. The motor has
to accelerates or decelerate within very small time to maintain the overall output velocity
constant of commanded velocity. Which ultimately creates the torque profile rise and fall by
making sinusoidal waveform with mean of 0.5Nm.

4.2.2.3 WMR with Left Wheel Camber

Figure 4.46: Right Wheel Torque Profile When Left Wheel camber 10 Degrees

After recording and plotting the torque profile in no load condition and normal ground run-
ning condition, left wheel of the WMR was negative cambered for 10 degrees. Again robot’s
other parameter were not changed. Running with negative camber the robot start to feel the
horizontal component of force and started to drift horizontally in y direction and comes to its
planned after few seconds. The reordered data with one wheel camber was plotted. Figure
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4.46 shows the right wheel torque profile when left wheel was cambered. In the graph it is
clear that there is no significant change in wheel torque generation. Figure 4.47 shows the
graph of motor torque generation of left wheel when it was cambered 10 degrees. Torque
profile now has clearly changed and used torque was increased almost double that of normal
wheel. These graphs clearly shows that cambered wheel can easily be detected without any
sensor by just comparing the torque profile with and without wheel camber.

Figure 4.47: Left Wheel Torque Profile When Left Wheel camber 10 Degrees

4.2.2.4 WMR with Left Wheel TOE-IN

Above results clearly showed that if there is any camber in wheel than that will appear in
the wheel torque required to move the WMR in planned path. Not only the camber if there
happens to be any toe-in or toe-out in the wheel those conditions also will change the wheel
required torque profile to do same work in global frame. After working with wheel camber,
Now left wheel of WMR was made 10 degree toe in as shown in picture in previous section.

Figure 4.48: Right Wheel Torque Profile When Left Wheel TOE-IN 10 Degrees
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Figure 4.48 shows right wheel torque profile when left wheel was toed in and run in
the ground. The torque generation obtained is sinusoidal with average torque around 0.5Nm
which is similar to that of running in ground without any wheel misalignment but, the left
wheel in figure 4.49 shows the required torque to complete task has gone above 1Nm. It is
clear that misaligned wheel need almost double torque that of normal wheel

Figure 4.49: Left Wheel Torque Profile When Left Wheel TOE-IN 10 Degrees

4.2.2.5 WMR with Both Wheel TOE-IN

Finally both the wheels of WMR were made toe-in 10 degree. making both wheel toe in
made robot more stable as it was perfectly following the planned path even more perfect
than without any wheel misalignment. The plotted torque profile shows both the wheel were
taking double amount of torque than normal WMR. Figure 4.50 shows the right wheel torque
profile of WMR with both the wheel toe-in.

Figure 4.50: Right Wheel Torque Profile When Both Wheel TOE-IN 10 Degrees

Figure ?? shows the left wheel torque profile in same condition. Both the wheel motor
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were generating torque around 1Nm through the span of running.

Figure 4.51: Left Wheel Torque Profile When Both Wheel TOE-IN 10 Degrees

From all the experiment and data plotting we came to know that if we limit the current
through current control motor-driver in constant rated voltage and calculate torque using
RTOB. This method will allow us to know the condition of wheel in mobile robot or electric
automobile. To say weather the wheel has some problem or not one has to run the robot
in straight line with constant velocity. If some intended turn was taken then wheel torque
profile will be changed.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion, Recommendations and Future Works

5.1 Conclusion

5.1.1 Pushing and Pulling Force Control of Omniwheel Mobile Robot

We developed and implemented pulling and pushing force control algorithm for omniwheel
(Mecanum Wheel) mobile robot. In this work, firstly we develop the forward and backward
force control algorithm. We were able to develop our own mobile robot platform to imple-
ment our algorithm. The control algorithm was implemented and output was measured with
force sensor. Several scheme of command were executed in x and y direction and output
force were analyse. The output force measured was analyse ad found to be more perfect on
lower value command with standard deviation of ranging from 3 to 5. When force in any di-
rection was gradually increase more than 40N the wheels start to slip and standard deviation
was also gradually increase up to 6.7 when commanded maximum of 60N. Hence, pushing
and pulling of omniwheel mobile robot was successfully completed. Also, we observed the
output was fluctuating because of old motors used. It was hard to experimentally find out
exact motor parameters on those multiple times used motors. Furthermore, the performance
could be increase by increasing the the friction in wheels and using more reliable electrical
components.

5.1.2 Sensorless Wheel alignment Detection

Wheel Mobile Robot (WMR) was developed to implement DOB and RTOB for position
and velocity control. Torque in the wheel to drive the system was observed in real time. In
this work the change in wheel torque profile with different condition of wheel alignment was
analyzed and simple yet novel way of detecting misalignment was suggested. In our work we
found an significant change in wheel torque required to drive the system when wheel were
made small camber and toe-in. Our work showed a way of detecting fault in wheel without
use of any sensor by comparing the torque profile of normal required to move the robot in
straight line. Furthermore purposed method is suitable to use in electric automobiles.

5.2 Recommendations and Future Works

5.2.1 Pushing and Pulling Force Control of Omniwheel Mobile Robot

• We were able to command force in combination of X and Y Direction simultaneously
but failed to measure it externally due to our working areas restriction, this work can
furthermore be increase measure the simultaneous XY direction command.
• The force control algorithm can be used to program multiple robot co-operative ma-

nipulation where robot can communicate with each other and decide optimal required
force for scheduled task.
• the work can further be increasing to get teleoperated haptic feedback so that the robot

can be used as rescue robot or teleoperatd driver less automobile.
• While working with the robot we found out that after certain value of commanded

force wheels started to slip and slipping threshold was different in different terrain.
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With said that we realize that the floor condition and friction between wheel and the
floor of operation can be calculated with high precision.

• while robot’s was allowed to freely move in any of the direction there appears a small
force which tries to change the heading direction which could be can be eliminated by
more accurate calculation and reliable electric component.

5.2.2 Sensorless Wheel alignment Detection

• We used locally available wheels for experimental purpose but those wheels were not
suitable to use in mobile platform with such weight, replacing the wheels with real
automobile tyre will increase the cleanness of the work.

• The work further could increase to implement same algorithm to sensorlessly detect
wheel misalignment in commercial EV’s.
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Appendix

Codes for Force Control

#include "mbed.h"

#include "QEI.h"

#include "Timer.h"

#include "MCP4922.h"

#include "SDFileSystem.h"

//#include "rtos.h"

Serial pc(USBTX, USBRX);

QEI wheel4(PE_14, PE_15, NC, 500);

QEI wheel3(PB_10, PB_11, NC, 500);

QEI wheel2(PE_9, PE_11, NC, 500);

QEI wheel1(PD_12, PD_13, NC, 500);

SDFileSystem sd(PE_6, PE_5, PE_2, PE_4, "sd");

MCP4922 spidac(PB_5, PB_3, PA_15);

Timer timer;

//Ticker tiker;

AnalogOut motor4(PA_4);

AnalogOut motor3(PA_5);

//PwmOut motor3(PD_15);

//PwmOut motor2(PD_14);

//AnalogOut aoutL(PA_5);

DigitalIn pb(USER_BUTTON);

DigitalOut led1(LED1);

DigitalOut led2(LED3);

//double sTime=0.02;

double timeNow=0.0;

double timePre=0.0;

double sTime=0.0;

double pi=3.141;

double F_x=0.0;

double F_y=0.0;

double Torque=0.0;

double position_motor1=0.0;

double position_motor2=0.0;

double position_motor3=0.0;

double position_motor4=0.0;

double prevPosition_motor1=0.0;

double prevPosition_motor2=0.0;

double prevPosition_motor3=0.0;
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double prevPosition_motor4=0.0;

double velosity_motor1=0.0;

double velosity_motor2=0.0;

double velosity_motor3=0.0;

double velosity_motor4=0.0;

double error_F_x=0.0;

double error_F_y=0.0;

double error_Torque=0.0;

double Fres_x=0.0;

double Fres_y=0.0;

double Torque_res=0.0;

double P_out_F_x=0.0;

double P_out_F_y=0.0;

double P_out_Torque=0.0;

double D_error_F_x=0.0;

double D_error_F_y=0.0;

double D_error_Torque=0.0;

double errorPrevious_F_x=0.0;

double errorPrevious_F_y=0.0;

double errorPrevious_Torque=0.0;

double D_outsofFilter_F_x=0.0;

double D_outsofFilter_F_y=0.0;

double D_outsofFilter_Torque=0.0;

double D_out_F_x=0.0;

double D_out_F_y=0.0;

double D_out_Torque=0.0;

double PreD_F_x=0.0;

double PreD_F_y=0.0;

double PreD_Torque=0.0;

double D_out_PID_F_x=0.0;

double D_out_PID_F_y=0.0;

double D_out_PID_Torque=0.0;

double I_error_F_x=0.0;

double I_error_F_y=0.0;

double I_error_Torque=0.0;

double errorPreviousI_F_x=0.0;

double errorPreviousI_F_y=0.0;
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double errorPreviousI_Torque=0.0;

double I_out_F_x=0.0;

double I_out_F_y=0.0;

double I_out_Torque=0.0;

double F_x_Pout=0.0;

double F_y_Pout=0.0;

double Torque_Pout=0.0;

double err_motor1=0.0;

double err_motor2=0.0;

double err_motor3=0.0;

double err_motor4=0.0;

double vel_cmd=0.0;

double vel_res_motor1=0.0;

double vel_res_motor2=0.0;

double vel_res_motor3=0.0;

double vel_res_motor4=0.0;

double p_out_motor1=0.0;

double p_out_motor2=0.0;

double p_out_motor3=0.0;

double p_out_motor4=0.0;

double Kp=0.8;

double Kd=0.0;; //0.05;

double Ki=0.0;

float const Gd=60.0;

float const Gs=60.0;

double D_out_motor1=0.0;

double D_out_motor2=0.0;

double D_out_motor3=0.0;

double D_out_motor4=0.0;

double D_error_motor1=0.0;

double D_error_motor2=0.0;

double D_error_motor3=0.0;

double D_error_motor4=0.0;

double errorPreviousD_motor1=0.0;

double errorPreviousD_motor2=0.0;

double errorPreviousD_motor3=0.0;

double errorPreviousD_motor4=0.0;
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double D_outsofFilter_motor1=0.0;

double D_outsofFilter_motor2=0.0;

double D_outsofFilter_motor3=0.0;

double D_outsofFilter_motor4=0.0;

double PreD_motor1=0.0;

double PreD_motor2=0.0;

double PreD_motor3=0.0;

double PreD_motor4=0.0;

double D_out_PID_motor1=0.0;

double D_out_PID_motor2=0.0;

double D_out_PID_motor3=0.0;

double D_out_PID_motor4=0.0;

double I_out_motor1=0.0;

double I_out_motor2=0.0;

double I_out_motor3=0.0;

double I_out_motor4=0.0;

double errorPreviousI_motor1=0.0;

double errorPreviousI_motor2=0.0;

double errorPreviousI_motor3=0.0;

double errorPreviousI_motor4=0.0;

double I_error_motor1=0.0;

double I_error_motor2=0.0;

double I_error_motor3=0.0;

double I_error_motor4=0.0;

//response

double rep_motor1=0.0;

double rep_motor2=0.0;

double rep_motor3=0.0;

double rep_motor4=0.0;

double I_ref_motor1=0.0;

double I_ref_motor2=0.0;

double I_ref_motor3=0.0;

double I_ref_motor4=0.0;

double motorCurrent_motor1=0.0;

double motorCurrent_motor2=0.0;

double motorCurrent_motor3=0.0;

double motorCurrent_motor4=0.0;

double avf_motor1=0.0;

double avf_motor2=0.0;

double avf_motor3=0.0;

double avf_motor4=0.0;
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//motor velosity

double Prevelocity_motor1=0.0;

double Prevelocity_motor2=0.0;

double Prevelocity_motor3=0.0;

double Prevelocity_motor4=0.0;

int counter=0;

//motor parameter

double const Tf_motor1=0.0;

double const Tf_motor2=0.0;

double const Tf_motor3=0.0;

double const Tf_motor4=0.0;

double const B_motor1=0.00;

double const B_motor2=0.00;

double const B_motor3=0.00;

double const B_motor4=0.00;

//wheel parameter

double const R=0.065;

//Robot measurement

double const L=0.225;

double const l=0.2;

//double const M=0.0;

//RTOB DOB Parameter

double const Ktn_motor1=1.5;

double const Ktn_motor2=1.5;

double const Ktn_motor3=1.5;

double const Ktn_motor4=1.5;

double const Jn=0.0;

double const Grtob= 20.0;

double const Gdis=20.0;

//DOB

double refD_motor1=0.0;

double resD_motor1=0.0;

double Input_to_Filter_motor1=0.0;

double Y_motor1=0.0;

double PreY_motor1=0.0;

double Fdis_motor1=0.0;

double Idis_motor1=0.0;
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double refD_motor2=0.0;

double resD_motor2=0.0;

double Input_to_Filter_motor2=0.0;

double Y_motor2=0.0;

double PreY_motor2=0.0;

double Fdis_motor2=0.0;

double Idis_motor2=0.0;

double refD_motor3=0.0;

double resD_motor3=0.0;

double Input_to_Filter_motor3=0.0;

double Y_motor3=0.0;

double PreY_motor3=0.0;

double Fdis_motor3=0.0;

double Idis_motor3=0.0;

double refD_motor4=0.0;

double resD_motor4=0.0;

double Input_to_Filter_motor4=0.0;

double Y_motor4=0.0;

double PreY_motor4=0.0;

double Fdis_motor4=0.0;

double Idis_motor4=0.0;

//RTOB

double refT_motor1=0.0;

double resT_motor1=0.0;

double Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor1=0.0;

double Y_RToB_motor1=0.0;

double PreY_RTob_motor1=0.0;

double RToB_dis_motor1=0.0;

double refT_motor2=0.0;

double resT_motor2=0.0;

double Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor2=0.0;

double Y_RToB_motor2=0.0;

double PreY_RTob_motor2=0.0;

double RToB_dis_motor2=0.0;

double refT_motor3=0.0;

double resT_motor3=0.0;

double Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor3=0.0;

double Y_RToB_motor3=0.0;

double PreY_RTob_motor3=0.0;

double RToB_dis_motor3=0.0;

double refT_motor4=0.0;

double resT_motor4=0.0;

double Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor4=0.0;

double Y_RToB_motor4=0.0;
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double PreY_RTob_motor4=0.0;

double RToB_dis_motor4=0.0;

double maxAV=3000.0;

double c=0.01;

double toRpm=0.0;

void cmd();

//void jacob();

void attime();

void error();

void pGain();

void dGain();

void iGain();

void PIDresponse();

void Ejacob();

void response();

void currentToAnaloge();

void ResVelocity();

void DOB();

void RTOB();

void invjacob();

void currentToAnaloge();

int main()

{

mkdir("/sd/mydir", 0777);

FILE *fp= fopen("/sd/mydir/sdtest.txt", "w");

timer.start();

while(!pb){

timeNow=0.000001*timer.read_us();

sTime=timeNow-timePre;

timePre=timeNow;

cmd();

error();

pGain();

dGain();

iGain();

PIDresponse();

Ejacob();

response();

currentToAnaloge();

ResVelocity();
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DOB();

RTOB();

invjacob();

fprintf(fp,"%.6f, %.4f, %.2f, %.2f, %.2f, %.2f, %.2f \r\n",sTime, timer.read(),(Fres_y),RToB_dis_motor1,RToB_dis_motor2,RToB_dis_motor3,RToB_dis_motor4);

led1=!led1;

}

fclose(fp);

led1=0;

led2=1;

// while(1){

motor4.write(0.5f);

motor3.write(0.5f);

spidac.referenceMode(MCP4922::DAC_A, MCP4922::REF_UNBUFFERED);

spidac.gainMode(MCP4922::DAC_A, MCP4922::GAIN_1X);

spidac.powerMode(MCP4922::DAC_A, MCP4922::POWER_NORMAL);

spidac.write(MCP4922::DAC_A, 0.5);

//wait_us(1);

spidac.referenceMode(MCP4922::DAC_B, MCP4922::REF_UNBUFFERED);

spidac.gainMode(MCP4922::DAC_B, MCP4922::GAIN_1X);

spidac.powerMode(MCP4922::DAC_B, MCP4922::POWER_NORMAL);

spidac.write(MCP4922::DAC_B, 0.5);

// }

}

void cmd()

{

if(timeNow>1.0 && timeNow<61.0)

{

F_x=0.0;

F_y=-50.0;

Torque=0.0;

}

else if (timeNow>61.0)

{

F_x=0.0;
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F_y=0.0;

Torque=0.0;

}

/*else if (timeNow>61.0)

{

F_x=0.0;

F_y=0.0;

Torque=0.0;

}*/

/*else if (timeNow>61)

{

F_x=0.0;

F_y=0.0;

Torque=0.0;

}*/

}

/* void jacob()

{

vel_res_motor1=(1/0.05)*(V_x - V_y - Torque*(0.3));

vel_res_motor2=(1/0.05)*(V_x + V_y + Torque*(0.3));

vel_res_motor3=(1/0.05)*(V_x + V_y - Torque*(0.3));

vel_res_motor4=(1/0.05)*(V_x - V_y + Torque*(0.3));

}*/

void error(){

error_F_x=(F_x)-Fres_x;

error_F_y=(F_y)-Fres_y;

error_Torque=Torque-Torque_res;

//err_motor1=vel_cmd-vel_res_motor1;

//err_motor2=vel_cmd-vel_res_motor2;

//err_motor3=vel_cmd-vel_res_motor3;

//err_motor4=vel_cmd-vel_res_motor4;

}

void pGain(){

P_out_F_x=(error_F_x*Kp);

P_out_F_y=(error_F_y*Kp);

P_out_Torque=(error_Torque*Kp);

//p_out_motor1=(err_motor1*Kp);

//p_out_motor2=(err_motor2*Kp);

//p_out_motor3=(err_motor3*Kp);

//p_out_motor4=(err_motor4*Kp);

}

void dGain(){

D_error_F_x=(error_F_x-errorPrevious_F_x)/sTime;

errorPrevious_F_x=error_F_x;
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D_outsofFilter_F_x=D_error_F_x;

D_out_F_x=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_F_x-PreD_F_x)*sTime)+PreD_F_x;

PreD_F_x=D_out_F_x;

D_out_PID_F_x=D_out_F_x*Kd;

D_error_F_y=(error_F_y-errorPrevious_F_y)/sTime;

errorPrevious_F_y=error_F_y;

D_outsofFilter_F_y=D_error_F_y;

D_out_F_y=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_F_y-PreD_F_y)*sTime)+PreD_F_y;

PreD_F_y=D_out_F_y;

D_out_PID_F_y=D_out_F_y*Kd;

D_error_Torque=(error_Torque-errorPrevious_Torque)/sTime;

errorPrevious_Torque=error_Torque;

D_outsofFilter_Torque=D_error_Torque;

D_out_Torque=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_Torque-PreD_Torque)*sTime)+PreD_Torque;

PreD_Torque=D_out_Torque;

D_out_PID_Torque=D_out_Torque*Kd;

/*D_error_motor1=(err_motor1-errorPreviousD_motor1)/sTime;

errorPreviousD_motor1=err_motor1;

D_outsofFilter_motor1=D_error_motor1;

D_out_motor1=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_motor1-PreD_motor1)*sTime)+PreD_motor1;

PreD_motor1=D_out_motor1;

D_out_PID_motor1=D_out_motor1*Kd;

D_error_motor2=(err_motor2-errorPreviousD_motor2)/sTime;

errorPreviousD_motor2=err_motor2;

D_outsofFilter_motor2=D_error_motor2;

D_out_motor2=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_motor2-PreD_motor2)*sTime)+PreD_motor2;

PreD_motor2=D_out_motor2;

D_out_PID_motor2=D_out_motor2*Kd;

D_error_motor3=(err_motor3-errorPreviousD_motor3)/sTime;

errorPreviousD_motor3=err_motor3;

D_outsofFilter_motor3=D_error_motor3;

D_out_motor3=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_motor3-PreD_motor3)*sTime)+PreD_motor3;

PreD_motor3=D_out_motor3;

D_out_PID_motor3=D_out_motor3*Kd;
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D_error_motor4=(err_motor4-errorPreviousD_motor4)/sTime;

errorPreviousD_motor4=err_motor4;

D_outsofFilter_motor4=D_error_motor4;

D_out_motor4=(Gd*(D_outsofFilter_motor4-PreD_motor4)*sTime)+PreD_motor4;

PreD_motor4=D_out_motor4;

D_out_PID_motor4=D_out_motor4*Kd;*/

}

void iGain(){

I_error_F_x=(error_F_x*sTime+errorPreviousI_F_x);

errorPreviousI_F_x=I_error_F_x;

I_out_F_x=Ki*I_error_F_x;

I_error_F_y=(error_F_y*sTime+errorPreviousI_F_y);

errorPreviousI_F_y=I_error_F_y;

I_out_F_y=Ki*I_error_F_y;

I_error_Torque=(error_Torque*sTime+errorPreviousI_Torque);

errorPreviousI_Torque=I_error_Torque;

I_out_Torque=Ki*I_error_Torque;

/*I_error_motor1=(err_motor1*sTime+errorPreviousI_motor1);

errorPreviousI_motor1=I_error_motor1;

I_out_motor1=Ki*I_error_motor1;

I_error_motor2=(err_motor2*sTime+errorPreviousI_motor2);

errorPreviousI_motor2=I_error_motor2;

I_out_motor2=Ki*I_error_motor2;

I_error_motor3=(err_motor3*sTime+errorPreviousI_motor3);

errorPreviousI_motor3=I_error_motor3;

I_out_motor3=Ki*I_error_motor3;

I_error_motor4=(err_motor4*sTime+errorPreviousI_motor4);

errorPreviousI_motor4=I_error_motor4;

I_out_motor4=Ki*I_error_motor4;*/

}

void PIDresponse()

{

F_x_Pout=P_out_F_x+D_out_PID_F_x+I_out_F_x;

F_y_Pout=P_out_F_y+D_out_PID_F_y+I_out_F_y;

Torque_Pout=P_out_Torque+D_out_PID_Torque+I_out_Torque;

}

void Ejacob()

{

// if(F_x>0.0 && F_y==0.0){

rep_motor4=(R)*(F_x_Pout - F_y_Pout - (Torque_Pout*(L+l)))+Idis_motor1;

rep_motor3=(R)*(F_x_Pout + F_y_Pout + (Torque_Pout*(L+l)))+Idis_motor2;
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rep_motor2=(R)*(F_x_Pout + F_y_Pout - (Torque_Pout*(L+l)))+Idis_motor3;

rep_motor1=(R)*(F_x_Pout - F_y_Pout + (Torque_Pout*(L+l)))+Idis_motor4;

/* }

else if(F_x==0.0 && F_y>0.0){

rep_motor1=(R)*(F_x_Pout - F_y_Pout - Torque_Pout*(L+l))-Idis_motor1;

rep_motor2=(R)*(F_x_Pout + F_y_Pout + Torque_Pout*(L+l))+Idis_motor2;

rep_motor3=(R)*(F_x_Pout + F_y_Pout - Torque_Pout*(L+l))+Idis_motor3;

rep_motor4=(R)*(F_x_Pout - F_y_Pout + Torque_Pout*(L+l))-Idis_motor4;

}

else

rep_motor1=(R)*(F_x_Pout - F_y_Pout - Torque_Pout*(L+l))+Idis_motor1;

rep_motor2=(R)*(F_x_Pout + F_y_Pout + Torque_Pout*(L+l))+Idis_motor2;

rep_motor3=(R)*(F_x_Pout + F_y_Pout - Torque_Pout*(L+l))+Idis_motor3;

rep_motor4=(R)*(F_x_Pout - F_y_Pout + Torque_Pout*(L+l))+Idis_motor4;*/

}

void response(){

//rep_motor1=p_out_motor1+D_out_PID_motor1+I_out_motor1;

if(rep_motor4>=2.2)

rep_motor4=2.2;

else if(rep_motor4<=-2.2)

rep_motor4=-2.2;

else

rep_motor4=rep_motor4;

//rep_motor2=p_out_motor2+D_out_PID_motor2+I_out_motor2;

if(rep_motor3>=2.2)

rep_motor3=2.2;

else if(rep_motor3<=-2.2)

rep_motor3=-2.2;

else

rep_motor3=rep_motor3;

//rep_motor3=p_out_motor3+D_out_PID_motor3+I_out_motor3;

if(rep_motor2>=2.2)

rep_motor2=2.2;

else if(rep_motor2<=-2.2)

rep_motor2=-2.2;

else

rep_motor2=rep_motor2;

// rep_motor4=p_out_motor4+D_out_PID_motor4+I_out_motor4;

if(rep_motor1>=2.2)

rep_motor1=2.2;

else if(rep_motor1<=-2.2)

rep_motor1=-2.2;

else
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rep_motor1=rep_motor1;

}

void currentToAnaloge(){

I_ref_motor4=((rep_motor4*681.81)+1540.0);

avf_motor4=(I_ref_motor4/3000.0-0.01);

motor4.write(avf_motor4);

//motor1.period_us(1);

I_ref_motor3=((rep_motor3*681.81)+1540.0);

avf_motor3=(I_ref_motor3/3000.0-0.01);

// motor2.period_us(1);

motor3.write(avf_motor3);

I_ref_motor2=((rep_motor2*681.81)+1540.0);

avf_motor2=(I_ref_motor2/3000.0-0.01);

spidac.referenceMode(MCP4922::DAC_B, MCP4922::REF_UNBUFFERED);

spidac.gainMode(MCP4922::DAC_B, MCP4922::GAIN_1X);

spidac.powerMode(MCP4922::DAC_B, MCP4922::POWER_NORMAL);

spidac.write(MCP4922::DAC_B, avf_motor2);

I_ref_motor1=((rep_motor1*681.81)+1540);

avf_motor1=(I_ref_motor1/3000.0-0.01);

spidac.referenceMode(MCP4922::DAC_A, MCP4922::REF_UNBUFFERED);

spidac.gainMode(MCP4922::DAC_A, MCP4922::GAIN_1X);

spidac.powerMode(MCP4922::DAC_A, MCP4922::POWER_NORMAL);

spidac.write(MCP4922::DAC_A, avf_motor1);

}

void ResVelocity(){

position_motor4=(wheel4.getPulses()/(65.0*500.0*2.0))*2.0*pi;

velosity_motor4=((position_motor4-prevPosition_motor4)/sTime);

prevPosition_motor4=position_motor4;

vel_res_motor4=((Gs*(velosity_motor4-Prevelocity_motor4)*sTime)+Prevelocity_motor4);

Prevelocity_motor4=vel_res_motor4;

position_motor3=(wheel3.getPulses()/(30.0*500.0*2.0))*2.0*pi;

velosity_motor3=((position_motor3-prevPosition_motor3)/sTime);

prevPosition_motor3=position_motor3;

vel_res_motor3=((Gs*(velosity_motor3-Prevelocity_motor3)*sTime)+Prevelocity_motor3);

Prevelocity_motor3=vel_res_motor3;

position_motor2=(wheel2.getPulses()/(65.0*500.0*2.0))*2.0*pi;

velosity_motor2=((position_motor2-prevPosition_motor2)/sTime);

prevPosition_motor2=position_motor2;

vel_res_motor2=((Gs*(velosity_motor2-Prevelocity_motor2)*sTime)+Prevelocity_motor2);

Prevelocity_motor2=vel_res_motor2;

position_motor1=(wheel1.getPulses()/(65.0*500.0*2.0))*2.0*pi;
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velosity_motor1=((position_motor1-prevPosition_motor1)/sTime);

prevPosition_motor1=position_motor1;

vel_res_motor1=((Gs*(velosity_motor1-Prevelocity_motor1)*sTime)+Prevelocity_motor1);

Prevelocity_motor1=vel_res_motor1;

}

void DOB()

{

refD_motor1=(Ktn_motor1*rep_motor1);

resD_motor1=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_motor1;

Input_to_Filter_motor1= refD_motor1 + resD_motor1;

Y_motor1 = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_motor1 - PreY_motor1)*sTime)+ PreY_motor1;

PreY_motor1=Y_motor1;

Fdis_motor1=(Y_motor1 - resD_motor1);

Idis_motor1 = Fdis_motor1/Ktn_motor1;

refD_motor2=(Ktn_motor2*rep_motor2);

resD_motor2=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_motor2;

Input_to_Filter_motor2= refD_motor2 + resD_motor2;

Y_motor2 = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_motor2 - PreY_motor2)*sTime)+ PreY_motor2;

PreY_motor2=Y_motor2;

Fdis_motor2=(Y_motor2 - resD_motor2);

Idis_motor2 = Fdis_motor2/Ktn_motor2;

refD_motor3=(Ktn_motor3*rep_motor3);

resD_motor3=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_motor3;

Input_to_Filter_motor3= refD_motor3 + resD_motor3;

Y_motor3 = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_motor3 - PreY_motor3)*sTime)+ PreY_motor3;

PreY_motor3=Y_motor3;

Fdis_motor3=(Y_motor3 - resD_motor3);

Idis_motor3 = Fdis_motor3/Ktn_motor3;

refD_motor4=(Ktn_motor4*rep_motor4);

resD_motor4=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_motor4;

Input_to_Filter_motor4= refD_motor4 + resD_motor4;

Y_motor4 = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_motor4 - PreY_motor4)*sTime)+ PreY_motor4;

PreY_motor4=Y_motor4;

Fdis_motor4=(Y_motor4 - resD_motor4);

Idis_motor4 = Fdis_motor4/Ktn_motor4;

}

void RTOB()

{

refT_motor4=(Ktn_motor4*rep_motor4);

resT_motor4=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_motor4;
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Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor4= (refT_motor4 + resT_motor4)-(Tf_motor4+B_motor4*vel_res_motor4);

Y_RToB_motor4 = (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor4 - PreY_RTob_motor4)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_motor4;

PreY_RTob_motor4 =Y_RToB_motor4;

RToB_dis_motor4=(Y_RToB_motor4 - resT_motor4);

refT_motor3=(Ktn_motor3*rep_motor3);

resT_motor3=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_motor3;

Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor3= (refT_motor3 + resT_motor3)-(Tf_motor3+B_motor3*vel_res_motor3);

Y_RToB_motor3 = (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor3 - PreY_RTob_motor3)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_motor3;

PreY_RTob_motor3 =Y_RToB_motor3;

RToB_dis_motor3=(Y_RToB_motor3 - resT_motor3);

refT_motor2=(Ktn_motor2*rep_motor2);

resT_motor2=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_motor2;

Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor2 = (refT_motor2 + resT_motor2)-(Tf_motor2+B_motor2*vel_res_motor2);

Y_RToB_motor2 = (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor2 - PreY_RTob_motor2)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_motor2;

PreY_RTob_motor2 =Y_RToB_motor2;

RToB_dis_motor2 =(Y_RToB_motor2 - resT_motor2);

refT_motor1=(Ktn_motor1*rep_motor1);

resT_motor1=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_motor1;

Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor1= (refT_motor1 + resT_motor1)-(Tf_motor1+B_motor1*vel_res_motor1);

Y_RToB_motor1 = (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_motor1 - PreY_RTob_motor1)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_motor1;

PreY_RTob_motor1 =Y_RToB_motor1;

RToB_dis_motor1=(Y_RToB_motor1 - resT_motor1);

}

void invjacob()

{

Fres_x=(0.25/(R))*(RToB_dis_motor4 + RToB_dis_motor3 + RToB_dis_motor2 + RToB_dis_motor1);

Fres_y=(0.25/(R))*((-RToB_dis_motor4) + RToB_dis_motor3 + RToB_dis_motor2 - RToB_dis_motor1);

Torque_res=(0.25/(R*(L+l)))*(-RToB_dis_motor4 + RToB_dis_motor3 - RToB_dis_motor2 + RToB_dis_motor1);

}

Codes For WMR

#include "mbed.h"

#include "QEI.h"

#include "Timer.h"

#include "SDFileSystem.h"

#include "rtos.h"

//creating objects

QEI wheelR (PC_8,PD_13,NC,400,QEI::X2_ENCODING);
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QEI wheelL (PE_2,PB_3,NC,400,QEI::X2_ENCODING );//AB changed PE_2,PB_3

SDFileSystem sd(PF_9, PF_8, PF_7, PF_6, "sd");

Timer timer;

AnalogOut aoutR(PA_4);

AnalogOut aoutL(PA_5);

DigitalIn pb(PA_0);

DigitalOut led1(PG_14);

//DigitalOut led3(PG_5);

DigitalOut led2(PG_13);

Ticker tiker;

//globle Varibles

#define pi 3.14159265;

//joint coordinate PID

//double sTime=0.001; //write with second in here; 500 micro second

double sTime=0.0004;//write with second in here; 400 mili second

double rep_right=0.0;

double Ia_ref_right=0.0;

double rep_left=0.0;

double Ia_ref_left=0.0;

double motorCurrent_right=0.0;

double Idis_right=0.0;

double motorCurrent_left=0.0;

double Idis_left=0.0;

double temp_value = 0.0;

//DOB

double const Gdis=2.0;

double const Ktn=1.3;

double const Jn =0.1;

double refD_right=0.0;

double resD_right=0.0;

double Input_to_Filter_right=0.0;

double Fdis_right=0.0;

double PreY_right=0.0;

double Y_right=0.0;

double refD_left=0.0;

double resD_left=0.0;

double Input_to_Filter_left=0.0;

double Fdis_left=0.0;

double PreY_left=0.0;

double Y_left=0.0;

//RTOB

double const Grtob=2.0;
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double refT_right=0.0;

double resT_right=0.0;

double Input_to_FilterRTOB_right=0.0;

double RToB_dis_right=0.0;

double Y_RToB_right=0.0;

double PreY_RTob_right=0.0;

double refT_left=0.0;

double resT_left=0.0;

double Input_to_FilterRTOB_left=0.0;

double RToB_dis_left=0.0;

double Y_RToB_left=0.0;

double PreY_RTob_left=0.0;

//analog

double avfR=0.0;

double avfL=0.0;

//Velocity

//int revolutionsR=0;

//int revolutionsL=0;

double positionR=0.0;

double positionL=0.0;

double velosityR=0.0;

double velosityL=0.0;

double prevPositionR=0.0;

double prevPositionL=0.0;

double vel_res_right=0.0;

double vel_res_left=0.0;

double const Gs=30.0;

double Prevelosity_right=0.0;

double Prevelosity_left=0.0;

//world coordinate PD

double x_cmd=0.0;

double dx_cmd=0.0;

double y_cmd=0.0;

double dy_cmd=0.0;

double o_cmd=0.0;//45 degree start

double o_respre=0.0;

double do_cmd=0.0;

double x_res=0.0;

double dx_res=0.0;

double y_res=0.0;

double dy_res=0.0;

double o_res=0.0;

double do_res=0.0;

double DTR=6.28/360.0;

double x_err=0.0;

double dx_err=0.0;
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double y_err=0.0;

double dy_err=0.0;

double o_err=0.0;

double do_err=0.0;

//globle Gains

double x_kp=10.0;

double dx_kd=0.1;

double y_kp=10.0;;

double dy_kd=0.1;//1.5

double o_kp=10.0;//25.0;

double do_kd=0.1;;//10.0;

double x_ki=0.0;

double y_ki=0.0;

double o_ki=0.0;

double x_kpout=0.00;

double dx_kdout=0.0;

double y_kpout=0.0;

double dy_kdout=0.0;

double o_kpout=0.0;

double do_kdout=0.0;

double x_pdout=0.0;

double y_pdout=0.0;

double o_pdout=0.0;

double Ix_error=0.0;

double Iy_error=0.0;

double Io_error=0.0;

double x_errorPreviousI=0.0;

double y_errorPreviousI=0.0;

double o_errorPreviousI=0.0;

double x_kiout=0.0;

double y_kiout=0.0;

double o_kiout=0.0;

//propoties of the WMR

double R=0.1016;

double W=0.70;

double thita_double_dot_left_cmd=0.0;

double thita_double_dot_right_cmd=0.0;

double thita_dot_left_cmd=0.0;

double thita_dot_right_cmd=0.0;

double thita_right_cmd=0.0;

double thita_left_cmd=0.0;

double preinti1=0.0;

double preinti2=0.0;
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double preinti3=0.0;

double preinti4=0.0;

double a_DotInput_right=0.0;

double Tr_right=0.0;

double Tr_left=0.0;

double a_DotOutput_left=0.0;

double a_Input_right=0.0;

double a_Input_left=0.0;

double a_Output_right=0.0;

double a_Output_left=0.0;

double I_ref_right=0.0;

double I_ref_left=0.0;

double torque_cmd_right=0.0;

double torque_cmd_left=0.0;

//Dead Reconiong

double E=0.0,V=0.0;

double o_cmdpre=0.0;

//accelarationMeasure

double A_res=0.0;

double A_filterout=0.0;

double PreA=0.0;

double A_Gd=40.0;

double VPrevious=0.0;

//dynamic parameters

double WMR_mass=48.8;

double WMR_I=0.227;

double wheel_I=0.006;

double dynamicToqure_right=0.0;

double dynamicToqure_left=0.0;

double Timepaste=0.0;

double prevPositiono_cmd=0.0;

double M=0.0;

double TTR=0.0;

double r=0.0;

double Tf_right=0.15;

double Tf_left=0.1;

double B_right=0.001;

double B_left=0.001;//0.0008;

double Cr_right=0.0;

double Cr_left=0.0;

//my own editing variables

double cmd=0.0;

double right_error=0.0;

double left_error=0.0;

double right_kpout=0.0;

double left_kpout=0.0;

//PD
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/*double kp=0.0;

double Kd=0.0;

double rightD_error=0.0;

double leftD_error=0.0;

double errorPreviousD_right=0.0;

double errorPreviousD_left=0.0;

double rightD_outsofFilter=0.0;

double leftD_outsofFilter=0.0;

double rightD_out=0.0;

double leftD_out=0.0;

double PreD_right=0.0;

double PreD_left=0.0;

const double Gd=40.0;

double rightD_out_PID=0.0;

double leftD_out_PID=0.0;*/

//function Prototypes

//joint coordinate PID

void response();

void dob();

void rtob();

//world coordinate PD

void Werror();

void WpGain();

void WdGain();

void WPIDresponse();

void InvJaco();

void toqureCmd();

void jacobean();

void deadRecko();

void dynamic();

void pathGenaration();

void accelarationMeasure();

void currentToAnaloge();

void ResVelocity();

void attime();

void WiGain();

void task2_thread(void const *args)

{

tiker.attach_us(&attime, 400.0);

}

int main(void const *args)

{

Thread thread(task2_thread,NULL,osPriorityRealtime,(DEFAULT_STACK_SIZE*2.25));
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osThreadSetPriority(osThreadGetId(), osPriorityIdle);

mkdir("/sd/mydir", 0777);

FILE *fp1= fopen("/sd/mydir/sdtest1.txt", "w");

FILE *fp2= fopen("/sd/mydir/sdtest2.txt", "w");

timer.start();//max 30 min:reset after 30 min

while(!pb)

{

if(Timepaste<30.0){

fprintf(fp1,"%.6f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f\r\n",timer.read(),positionR,RToB_dis_right,positionL, RToB_dis_left);

}

else if (Timepaste>45.0){

fprintf(fp2,"%.6f %.2f %.2f %.2f %.2f\r\n",timer.read(),positionR,RToB_dis_right,positionL, RToB_dis_left);

}

led1=!led1;

}

if(Timepaste==30.0){

fclose(fp1);

}

fclose(fp2);

timer.stop();

tiker.detach();

led1=0;

led2=1;

while(1)

{

aoutR.write(0.5);

aoutL.write(0.5);

}

}

//ticker funtion

void attime()

{

Timepaste=timer.read();

pathGenaration();

Werror();

WpGain();

WdGain();

WiGain();

WPIDresponse();

InvJaco();

dynamic();

response();
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currentToAnaloge();

ResVelocity();

dob();

rtob();

jacobean();

deadRecko();

//accelarationMeasure();

}

//path genaration function

void pathGenaration()//path detection path

{

if(Timepaste<30.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.2*Timepaste;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.2;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>30.0 && Timepaste<45.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=6.0;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=0.0;

}

else if (Timepaste>45.0 && Timepaste<75.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.2*(Timepaste-15.0);

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.2;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if (Timepaste>75.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=12.0;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=0.0;

}

}

/*void pathGenaration()
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{

if(Timepaste<60.0)

{ y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.5*Timepaste;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

if(Timepaste<=5.0)

{

dx_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste > 5.0)

{

dx_cmd=0.5;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

}

else if(Timepaste>=60.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=30.0;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=0.0;

}

}*/

/*void pathGenaration()

{

if(Timepaste<60.0)

{ y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.5*Timepaste;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

if(Timepaste<=10.0)

{

dx_cmd=0.05*Timepaste;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>=10.0 && Timepaste <=50.0)

{

dx_cmd=0.5;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>50.0 )

{

dx_cmd=-0.05*Timepaste +3.0;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}
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}

else if(Timepaste>=60.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=30.0;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=0.0;

}

}*/

/*void pathGenaration()//Trapizoidal Path

{

if(Timepaste<10.0)

{ y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.1;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>=10.0 && Timepaste<30.0)

{

y_cmd=0.1*Timepaste-1.0;

x_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;

o_cmd=45.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.1;

dy_cmd=0.1;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>=30.0 && Timepaste<60.0)

{

x_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;

y_cmd=2.0 ;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.1;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>=60.0 && Timepaste<80.0)

{

x_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;

y_cmd=-0.1*Timepaste+8.0;

o_cmd=-45.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.1;

dy_cmd=-0.1;

do_cmd=0.0;

}
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else if(Timepaste>=80.0 && Timepaste < 90.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.1;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>=200.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=9.0;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

}

}*/

/*void pathGenaration()//accelaration detection path

{

if(Timepaste<20.0)

{ y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=1.0*Timepaste;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

if(Timepaste<=0.5)

{

dx_cmd=2.0*Timepaste;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste > 0.5 )

{

dx_cmd=1.0;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

}

else if(Timepaste>=20.0)

{

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=20.0;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

do_cmd=dy_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=0.0;

}

}*/

/*void pathGenaration()

{

// convert Time Value into Redion Value
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M=fmod(Timepaste,240.0); //finish path with in 360 seconds

if(M==0)

M=1;

else

M=M;

if(Timepaste <= 240.0)

TTR=(2.0*3.14*Timepaste)/240.0;

else if(Timepaste > 240.0)

TTR=((2.0*3.14*M)/240.0);

r=1.0*(sin(2.0*TTR));

y_cmd=r*sin(TTR);

x_cmd=r*cos(TTR);

if(x_cmd== 0.0 && y_cmd ==0.0)

o_cmd=0.0;

else

o_cmd=atanf(y_cmd/x_cmd);

dx_cmd=(2.0*cos(2.0*TTR)*cos(TTR)- sin(TTR)*sin(2.0*TTR))*(2.0*3.14/240.0);

dy_cmd=(2.0*cos(2.0*TTR)*sin(TTR)+ sin(2.0*TTR)*cos(TTR))*(2.0*3.14/240.0);

if(x_cmd== 0.0)

do_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=tanf(o_cmd);

if(do_cmd > 0.0)

{

if(do_cmd > 5.0)

do_cmd =5.0;

else

do_cmd =do_cmd;

}

else if(do_cmd < 0.0)

{

if(do_cmd > -5.0)

do_cmd =-5.0;

else

do_cmd =do_cmd;

}

//else if(do_cmd >= -2.0 && do_cmd <= 2.0)

// do_cmd=do_cmd;

// do_cmd=(2.0*3.14/240.0)/(1+(tan(TTR))*(tan(TTR)))*cos(TTR)*cos(TTR);
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}*/

/*void pathGenaration()//return Path

{

if(Timepaste<20.0)

{ y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.1*Timepaste;

o_cmd=0.0*DTR;

dx_cmd=0.1;

dy_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

}

else if(Timepaste>=20.0 && Timepaste<40.0)

{

o_cmd=180.0*DTR;

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=4.0-(0.1*Timepaste);

do_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=-0.1;

dy_cmd=0.0;

}

else if (Timepaste>=40.0)

{

o_cmd=180.0*DTR;

y_cmd=0.0;

x_cmd=0.0;

do_cmd=0.0;

dx_cmd=0.0;

dy_cmd=0.0;

}

}*/

//world coordinate PID

//calculate error in 3 varibles

void Werror(){

/*right_error=cmd-vel_res_right;

left_error=cmd-vel_res_left;*/

x_err=(x_cmd - x_res);

dx_err=(dx_cmd - dx_res);

y_err=(y_cmd - y_res);

dy_err=(dy_cmd - dy_res);

o_err=(o_cmd - o_res);

do_err=(do_cmd - do_res);
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}

//calculate propotional gain

void WpGain()

{

/*right_kpout=right_error*kp;

left_kpout=left_error*kp;*/

x_kpout = x_err*x_kp;

y_kpout = y_err*y_kp;

o_kpout = o_err*o_kp;

}

//calculate Derivative gain

void WdGain()

{

/*rightD_error=(right_error-errorPreviousD_right)/sTime;

errorPreviousD_right=rightD_error;

rightD_outsofFilter=rightD_error;

rightD_out=(Gd*(rightD_outsofFilter-PreD_right)*sTime)+PreD_right;

PreD_right=rightD_out;

rightD_out_PID=rightD_out*Kd;

leftD_error=(left_error-errorPreviousD_left)/sTime;

errorPreviousD_left=leftD_error;

leftD_outsofFilter=leftD_error;

leftD_out=(Gd*(leftD_outsofFilter-PreD_left)*sTime)+PreD_left;

PreD_left=rightD_out;

leftD_out_PID=leftD_out*Kd;*/

dx_kdout = dx_err*dx_kd;

dy_kdout = dy_err*dy_kd;

do_kdout = do_err*do_kd;

}

void WiGain()

{

Ix_error= (x_err*sTime + x_errorPreviousI);

x_errorPreviousI = Ix_error;

x_kiout =x_ki*Ix_error;

Iy_error= (y_err*sTime + y_errorPreviousI);

y_errorPreviousI = Iy_error;

y_kiout =y_ki*Iy_error;

Io_error= (o_err*sTime + o_errorPreviousI);

o_errorPreviousI = Io_error;

o_kiout =o_ki*Io_error;

}

//calculate PD response

//Here is X double dot vector

void WPIDresponse()

{
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/*rep_right=right_kpout+rightD_out_PID;

rep_left=left_kpout+leftD_out_PID;*/

x_pdout = x_kpout + dx_kdout+x_kiout;

y_pdout = y_kpout + dy_kdout+y_kiout;

o_pdout = o_kpout + do_kdout+o_kiout;

}

//inverse jacobean expantion

void InvJaco()

{

thita_double_dot_left_cmd = ((x_pdout*cos(o_res))/R) + ((y_pdout*sin(o_res))/R) + ((o_pdout*W)/(2.0*R));

thita_double_dot_right_cmd = ((x_pdout*cos(o_res))/R) + ((y_pdout*sin(o_res))/R) - ((o_pdout*W)/(2.0*R));

// thita_double_dot_left_cmd=0.02*Timepaste;

//thita_double_dot_right_cmd=0.02*Timepaste;

}

//dynmamic of the WMR

void dynamic()

{

//dynamicToqure_left = (R*R)*( (WMR_mass/4.0) + (WMR_I/(W*W)) + (wheel_I/(R*R) ))*thita_double_dot_left_cmd + ((WMR_mass/4.0)-(WMR_I/(W*W)) )*thita_double_dot_right_cmd;

//dynamicToqure_right = (R*R)*((WMR_mass/4.0)-(WMR_I/(W*W)))*thita_double_dot_left_cmd + ( (WMR_mass/4.0) + (WMR_I/(W*W)) + (wheel_I/(R*R)) )*thita_double_dot_right_cmd;

dynamicToqure_left =0.29*thita_double_dot_left_cmd + 0.26*thita_double_dot_right_cmd;

dynamicToqure_right =0.26*thita_double_dot_left_cmd + 0.29*thita_double_dot_right_cmd;

}

void response()

{

//right motor

Ia_ref_right=dynamicToqure_right*(1/Ktn);// - current refferance value to control motor

motorCurrent_right=Ia_ref_right + Idis_right;

if(motorCurrent_right>=1.0)

motorCurrent_right=1.0;

else if(motorCurrent_right<=-1.0)

motorCurrent_right=-1.0;

else

motorCurrent_right=motorCurrent_right;

//left motor

Ia_ref_left=dynamicToqure_left*(1/Ktn);

motorCurrent_left=Ia_ref_left + Idis_left;

if(motorCurrent_left>=1.0)

motorCurrent_left=1.0;

else if(motorCurrent_left<=-1.0)

motorCurrent_left=-1.0;

else
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motorCurrent_left=motorCurrent_left;

//motorCurrent_left=motorCurrent_left;

/*if(rep_right>1.0)

rep_right=1.0;

else if(rep_right<=-1.0)

rep_right=-1.0;

else

rep_right=rep_right;

if(rep_left>1.0)

rep_left=1.0;

else if(rep_left<=-1.0)

rep_left=-1.0;

else

rep_left=rep_left;*/

}

//analoge cycle map to current cmd

void currentToAnaloge()

{

//right motor

//I_ref_right=((2790.0*motorCurrent_right) + 1605.0) ;//Ia_ref - current command to motor(max=0.5A)

//I_ref_right=((1500.0*motorCurrent_right) + 1540.0) ;

I_ref_right=((1500.0*motorCurrent_right) + 1540.0) ;//Ia_ref - current command to motor(max=1A)

avfR=(I_ref_right/3000.0)-0.01;// avf value is in between 0-1 :map Ia_ref to 0.5mA value

aoutR.write(avfR);

//left motor

//I_ref_left=((-2860.0*motorCurrent_left) + 1560.0) ;//Ia_ref - current command to motor(max=0.5A)

//I_ref_left=((-1500.0*motorCurrent_left) + 1540.0) ;

I_ref_left=((-1500.0*motorCurrent_left) + 1540.0) ;//Ia_ref - current command to motor(max=1A)

avfL=(I_ref_left/3000.0)-0.06;// avf value is in between 0-1 :map Ia_ref to 0.5mA value

aoutL.write(avfL);

}

//calculate Res velocity

void ResVelocity()

{

//right motor

positionR=(wheelR.getPulses()/800.0)*2*pi; //done for 22500ppr encorder

velosityR=((positionR-prevPositionR)/sTime);

prevPositionR=positionR;

//revolutionsR=wheelR.getRevolutions();

//Software filter

vel_res_right= ((Gs*(velosityR - Prevelosity_right)*sTime)+ Prevelosity_right);

Prevelosity_right = vel_res_right;

//left motor

positionL=(wheelL.getPulses()/800.0)*2*pi; //done for 22500ppr encorder
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velosityL=((positionL-prevPositionL)/sTime);

prevPositionL=positionL;

//revolutionsL=wheelL.getRevolutions();

//Software filter

vel_res_left= ((Gs*(velosityL - Prevelosity_left)*sTime)+ Prevelosity_left);//make the sign correction

Prevelosity_left = vel_res_left;

}

//DOB

void dob()

{

//right DoB

//if (revolutionsR<3){

refD_right=(Ktn*motorCurrent_right);

resD_right=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_right;

Input_to_Filter_right= refD_right + resD_right;

//software filter

Y_right = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_right - PreY_right)*sTime)+ PreY_right;

PreY_right=Y_right;

Fdis_right=(Y_right - resD_right);

Idis_right = Fdis_right/Ktn;

/*}

else if (revolutionsR>=3){

refD_right=(Ktn*motorCurrent_right);

resD_right=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_right;

Input_to_Filter_right= refD_right + resD_right-(Tf_right+0.5*cos(positionR-0.6))+B_right*vel_res_right);

//software filter

Y_right = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_right - PreY_right)*sTime)+ PreY_right;

PreY_right=Y_right;

Fdis_right=(Y_right - resD_right);

Idis_right = Fdis_right/Ktn;

}*/

//left DoB

refD_left=(Ktn*motorCurrent_left);

resD_left=Jn*Gdis*vel_res_left;

Input_to_Filter_left= refD_left + resD_left;

//software filter

Y_left = (Gdis*(Input_to_Filter_left - PreY_left)*sTime)+ PreY_left;

PreY_left=Y_left;

Fdis_left=(Y_left - resD_left);

Idis_left = Fdis_left/Ktn;

}
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void rtob()

{

//RTOB right

//if(revolutionsR<3){

refT_right=(Ktn*motorCurrent_right*1.75);

resT_right=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_right;

Input_to_FilterRTOB_right= (refT_right + resT_right)-(Tf_right+B_right*vel_res_right);

//software filter

Y_RToB_right = (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_right - PreY_RTob_right)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_right;

PreY_RTob_right =Y_RToB_right;

RToB_dis_right=(Y_RToB_right - resT_right);

// Cr_right=RToB_dis_right/18.0*10.16*9.8;

/* }

else if (revolutionsR>=3){

refT_right=(Ktn*motorCurrent_right);

resT_right=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_right;

Input_to_FilterRTOB_right= (refT_right + resT_right)-(Tf_right*(velosityR/abs(velosityR))+0.5*(cos(positionR-0.75))+B_right*vel_res_right);

//software filter

Y_RToB_right = (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_right - PreY_RTob_right)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_right;

PreY_RTob_right =Y_RToB_right;

RToB_dis_right=(Y_RToB_right - resT_right);

// Cr_right=RToB_dis_right/18.0*10.16*9.8;

}*/

//RTOB left

refT_left=(Ktn*motorCurrent_left*1.75);

resT_left=Jn*Grtob*vel_res_left;

Input_to_FilterRTOB_left= (refT_left + resT_left)-(Tf_left+B_left*vel_res_left);

//software filter

Y_RToB_left= (Grtob*(Input_to_FilterRTOB_left - PreY_RTob_left)*sTime) + PreY_RTob_left;

PreY_RTob_left =Y_RToB_left;

RToB_dis_left=(Y_RToB_left - resT_left);

// Cr_left=RToB_dis_left/17.0*10.16*9.8;

}

void jacobean()

{

o_res = (R/W)*(positionL - positionR);

dx_res=(((R/2.0)*cos(o_res))*vel_res_left) + (((R/2.0)*cos(o_res))*vel_res_right);

dy_res=(((R/2.0)*sin(o_res))*vel_res_left) + (((R/2.0)*sin(o_res))*vel_res_right);

do_res=(R/W)*(vel_res_left - vel_res_right);

//printf("MWR Response(velosity) : %.4f\n",dx_res);
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}

void deadRecko()

{

V= ((vel_res_left) + (vel_res_right))*(R/2.0);

//E=(dx_res*dx_res)+(dy_res*dy_res);

//V =sqrt(E);

//making the sign correction of the velocity vector

// if(atan2(dy_res,dx_res)<0.0)

// V=-V;

//else

// V=V;

x_res += V*(cos((o_res + o_respre)/2.0))*sTime;

y_res += V*(sin((o_res + o_respre)/2.0))*sTime;

o_respre = o_res;

//printf("MWR Response(position) : %.4f\n",x_res);

}

//measure accelaration

//to help decide the limits of accelaration

void accelarationMeasure()

{

A_res=(V-VPrevious)/sTime;

VPrevious=V;

//Software filter

A_filterout= (A_Gd*(A_res - PreA)*sTime)+ PreA;

PreA=A_filterout;

}
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